
1000 MILES OF 
MEMORIES

How To Plan Your First Epic Road Trip  
and Save Money By Camping



Your eyes blink slowly.  Blink one... “What is this strange rested 

feeling?” you ask yourself as you realize you just slept really 

deep all through the night without waking once.  Blink two… 

“Where am I again?” you think while scanning your surround-

ings, quickly processing the crisp white sheets and large flat 

screen television on the wall.  Blink three. “What time is it?” you 

wonder as your eyes move around the hotel room until they find 

a clock that reads 9:30 a.m.  

You slowly move to the window and open the blinds that have 

concealed a world that has been alive and moving for three 

hours already while stretching your limbs and thinking, “This is 

just what I needed.”

You get dressed by checking the weather app on your smart 

phone because your hotel room is set to a steady sixty eight de-

grees in order to make sure you have the utmost comfort while 

spending $300 a night.

Before leaving the room, you pop an Ibuprofen to offset the mi-

nor headache you have from drinking too many cocktails at the 

poolside bar while sunbathing for eight hours. 

You walk down the carpeted halls to the mirrored elevator that 

takes you down to a large banquet style room where you grab a 

plate of premade pastries, eggs, and what appears to be sau-

sage, while staring out a wall of glass overlooking a beautiful 

palm tree lined, white sand beach.  

THE TOURIST
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You work hard.  You put in the hours.  You deserve this.  

A resort vacation can have it’s perks, but they all lie in comfort and 

recovery, or escaping from your daily grind.  What I am about to 

share with you is something completely different.  

I am going to teach you how you can create a vacation experience 

that will enrich your soul and add value to your life.  A way of re-

connecting with what fuels your passions and drives you to not 

sleep in because no longer are you enduring a hangover, but 

rather you are now actively seeking out experiences.

Beware though.  What might start as an attempt to cross items off 

your bucket list, may create an unconventional addiction to end-

less possibilities of adventures.  
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BECOMING A TRAVELER



Excitement.  Adventure.  Mystery.  

How many things in your life provide you with these three 

things?  If you are like most of the people I know, you do as 

many things as you can to avoid unpredictability in your life.  

We are scheduled creatures.  We like, or even love, our rou-

tines.  So why vacation at all?  

It could be that we need an escape.  We need a reason to jus-

tify why we work so much.  Maybe we are just bored.  

Like most things in life, we are heavily influenced by our sur-

roundings.  Your neighbors go to Hawaii once a year.  Your co-

workers vacation in Cancun every December.  Your friends fly 

to Europe for the summer.  

FROM RESORTIST TO ADVENTURE TRAVELLER
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What was common forty years ago, has now become abnormal.  Loading up the 

kids in the station wagon (or RV) and driving from Chicago to Wally World just 

isn’t done much anymore.  Maybe it’s because we fear that what happened to 

Chevy Chase in his pursuit of the “best damn family vacation,” in National Lam-

poons Vacation, will happen to us (hopefully without Aunt Edna dying in the car 

on the way).  Maybe because we don’t have the energy reserves and patience 

to expose ourselves to the unknown.  Maybe we are just happy with a seven day 

escape from reality in a place where we can throw money on whatever mishaps 

come our way.  Maybe “predictable” and “routine” will makes us happier in a 

different climate?
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Or Maybe We Try Something Different...

“The one who fol-
lows the crowd will 
usually get no fur-
ther than the 
crowd.  The one 
who walks alone, 
is likely to find him-
self in places no 
one has ever 
been.” 
-Albert Einstein



I’ve been to Hawaii many times.  I love Hawaii.  I’ve done Hawaii many times as a re-

sortist, then as a tourist, and my last time as a traveller.  I love being a traveller, but mak-

ing the jump from resortist to tourist to traveller isn’t easy.  It has been a gradual process 

that I will help you with.  

As a kid, I was lucky to experience both types of vacations.  My parents were divorced, 

which meant I got to experience two types of vacations.  With my mom and step dad, 

who worked long hard hours as a marketing executive with limited time off, we got to ex-

perience the resortist type of vacation since he needed maximum rest and relaxation 

from his vacation. We went to Maui almost every summer.  It was great.  We’d stay for a 

week in a nice big condo and spend our days swimming in the pool.  We’d sign up for 

excursions like snorkeling and parasailing.  We’d go out to dinner and to a luau.  To 

make it even more special, we’d stay an additional two nights at a fancier hotel with wa-

terslides and swim up bars.  The whole experience was fun.  
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“For my part, I 
travel not to go 
anywhere, but 
to go. I travel 

for travel’s 
sake. The great 

affair is to 
move.”  

- Robert Louis 
Stevenson



With my dad and my step mom it was a completely differ-

ent experience.  My dad is self employed and industri-

ous, which means he makes his own hours and does 

things on his terms.  

We did a lot of road trips with him as kids.  From short 

three hour drives to ride quads in the desert on the week-

end, to one week road trips in places like Lake Powell 

and Lake Shasta.  When I was eleven, his sister, who had 

two kids my age, moved to northern California and we 

would make multiple trips a year to go visit them.  Just 

the three of us- my dad driving, me in the passenger 

seat, and my sister sitting on phone books between the 

two seats- would pile in his tiny Toyota truck and we’d 

drive straight for twelve hours- only stopping to refuel 

and refill our ninety nine cent AM/PM cup with suicide 

soda (remember thinking it was cool to mix all the flavors 

of soda fountain drinks).  There were no ipads, portable 

dvd players, or even ipods.  We listened to whatever sta-

tion would come through the radio or just stare off into 

the never ending fields of cows and produce that stretch 

along Interstate 5 for most of California.   

It, too, was awesome. 

Both parents made about the same amount of money 

and both spent about the same amount on their travels, 

but the experience and end result of the two were very 

different.  The same amount of money used to go to Ha-

waii for ten days was about the same as going to the de-

sert six times a year plus two long road trips a year.  

Money aside, what allowed my dad to “get away” more 

often was that he was time rich and he was handy.
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First, being self employed allowed more flexibility in his 

schedule, but in my opinion, it was his McGuiver-like ability to 

fix anything and get himself out of any pickle that allowed 

him to travel more.  In addition, he is extremely frugal, which 

meant everything we owned would break.  

When my siblings and I get together now, we are always tell-

ing jokes about how many times we sat on the side of the 

road praying my dad could replace a broken hose or wait for 

him to get back from town with a new tire (because even 

though we popped a flat on the majority of trips, he never 

carried a spare!).  
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Playing with grandpa in the snow in the mountains near San 
Diego.  This a big deal because it rarely snows here!

Being Time Rich Has It’s Benefits



even with all the fun and excitement of hotels and swimming pools, I grew up wanting- no, craving, to recreate these types of experi-

ences with my own kids.  I knew the benefits that came with the boredom.  The appreciation that came with the uncomfortableness.  

I wanted them to know the smell of standing in the middle of a pine forest, not just chlorine; to see the sun rise over the hoodoos, 

not just white sand beaches; and to taste food fresh from a farm, not just fruity drinks with cherries on top.

My husband grew up with none of this.   

His first experience on a plane was at eighteen for a wrestling tournament in Las Vegas.  He grew up in a different economic situa-

tion than me and couldn’t relate to either.  Besides a few trips to Disneyland, his family rarely left a ten mile radius of their house.  

Traveling, whether resort style or roughing it, was a completely foreign idea to say the least.

Which is good news for you, because if he can do it, anyone can!
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If You Never Try,You Never Know !

Even with all the mishaps, the worrying, the boredom-



Two years ago our family moved into our motorhome.  Yep, 

two adults and five kids in a thirty foot Class C RV. 

It started off as an experiment in travel.  We’d already done 

lots of one and two week road trips. In order to cover more 

ground and see far off places, I needed a month at a time on 

the road.  I wanted flexibility to wander and also the ability to 

stay put if I came across a place that I felt a connection with. 

In my book, A Playful Life, I share about my newfound passion 

for rock climbing, surfing, hiking and the important role that 

being in nature was doing to my own self growth.  I wanted to 

delve deeper into this feeling.  I wanted to stand at the top of 

mountains, to sit in the lineup and stare at new coastlines, and 

to experience the sense of adventure I always get when ap-

proaching new rock climbing areas.  

WHAT IS ADVENTURE TRAVELING?
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Getting ready to jump off the 
boat to go surfing at Dolphin 
Tank off the tip of Point Loma,Ca

“The greatest thing about 

traveling is waking up every 

morning in a new place with 

a new wall to climb, break 

to surf, lake to swim in, wa-

terfall to dive, or trail to 

hike.” -Gabi Robledo 
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We had no idea that this type of travel would become an ad-

diction.  It’s not just the adrenaline filled activities of surfing 

or climbing that makes what we do adventurous because 

quite honestly, we climb at about the lowest level that you 

can climb and often surf in one to three foot waves.  Why we 

consider this adventure travel is because it’s about waking up 

in new places and seeing the world with fresh eyes. 
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Like so many things in life, we wanted to check it off the bucket list and then move forward.

It’s bold.   
It’s unusual.   
It’s exciting.



Adventure travel is not about taking 

risks.  It’s about venturing away from the 

predictable and mundane and looking at 

life in terms of what’s possible ...
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It’s about taking 

a chance on 

new places and 

with new peo-

ple and seeing 

where it goes.
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Our new friends that we met on 
our road trip through Europe.  
(clockwise from top: Jean Marie; 
Ruth; Aritz & Monica)



I understand.  It can be very overwhelming.
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DO I HAVE TO GIVE UP MY HOUSE?

can experience the best of both worlds.  The crazy people who throw 

caution to the wind, sell all their belongings, and disappear from society don’t 

need my help nor is this book intended to create that.  I wanted to help my 

family and friends, most of whom are completely sane and lead normal lives 

filled with careers, soccer practices, and hot showers, but who see what we do 

and want a little taste of the adventure.  A comfortable exploration that 

doesn’t require passports (unless you do like we did and fly across the Atlantic 

to do a road trip), expensive plane tickets, or matched luggage.  The dream-
ers who want to breath in the fresh air of the forest, walk along a 
trickling stream in a National Park, or sample artisan food at a farm-
ers market in a new city, but are a little intimidated by the whole endeavor.  

To taste freedom and adventure, while still being able to crawl back into their 

sanctuaries of a roof over their heads, fluffy pillows, and running water.

definitely not, i wrote this book so that you
What would we travel in? 

Where would we sleep? 

How do I know where to go? 

What will I do when I get there?

What if something goes wrong?

I don’t know if I can afford it.

What if I don’t like it?



Playing Hacky Sack at our favor-
ite campground, San Elijo State 
Park in Encinitas, California
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But it can also be 
really fun !



WHY ROAD TRIPS ROCK

Until our oldest child was eight years old, we went to Kauai 

about once a year for our family vacation.  Kauai had, and al-

ways will have, a special place in our heart.  If a security ques-

tion asked, “Where would you most want to have a vacation 

home?” the answer was easy...Kauai.  We didn’t stay at 

fancy resorts, because the condo we stayed at felt like home.  

I loved being there and for a long time kept trying to figure 

out ways to move there.  
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One of our first camping trips to 
Little Basin Redwoods near Santa 
Cruz.

Then something changed.  I changed.  I think it had more 

to do with my kids growing up and not that I didn’t like Ha-

waii anymore.  I no longer felt tied down by diapers, nursing 

infants, and nap schedules.  I was ready for more.  I 

was curious about what was out there.  I craved adventure.  

At this time, the thought of camping was still a little intimidat-

ing to my husband, but he knew how much I wanted to and 

agreed to renting an RV and taking our first road trip to Lake 

Almanor with a quick detour to Sequoia National Park.  

Despite the white knuckles Victor had driving up the windy 

mountain roads, the insomnia he had from convincing himself 
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that a bear was going to crawl through the RV window and attack us in our sleep, and 

the worry I put him through by insisting on driving until three o’clock in the morning to 

avoid traffic then sleeping only four hours at a truck stop, I somehow persuaded him into 

purchasing our own motorhome a few months later.

He loved me and knew I had some strange connection with the open road and the wil-

derness. 
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“Better to 
see some-
thing 
once, than 
hear 
about it a 
thousand 
times.”
-Asian 
Proverb

 I found peace in movement  
& happiness in wandering.



Camping at Lone Rock, Lake Powell

including weekend desert trips and a 

few longer two week explorations up 

to Northern California.  We even 

rented our house out on VRBO and 

lived in that RV for almost two months.  

I loved planning trips.  I loved being 

outside.  I loved being in our mo-

torhome.  The only problem was that 

our Class A motorhome was a bit of a 

lemon.  It had constant brake prob-

lems and it felt like we were putting 

too much money into it.  In addition, 

we were spending almost every week-

end camping locally at the beach in 

San Diego.  So much so, that Victor 

said we should just move to the 

beach.  We sold the RV and  
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We took a lot of trips with that motorhome

moved to the Coronado Cays.



Beach life was fabulous, 

but it wasn’t long before I was getting 

anxious being so rooted and was miss-

ing the open road.  We still liked going 

to the desert, but we needed an RV that 

would sleep more kids since we now had 

Tatiana, our fifth. So we bought a twenty 

eight foot fifth wheel, toy box trailer. 

we had so much fun with it.
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Everyone should spend one year 
of their life living on the beach.



In the summer of 2014, five years after our first nerve racking expe-

rience road tripping to Lake Almanor, we took off on a ten day 

road trip to Lake Powell.  

It was a trip filled with mishap after mishap  

and it was awesome! 

My brother towed his boat all the way there from San Diego.  

Within twenty minutes of cruising the lake, while pulling the kids in 

the inner tube, the engine broke and we had to flag someone 

down to tow us in.  The boat was too old to get parts for in time, 

so we rented a boat for the remaining two days.  We had so much 

fun water skiing, wake boarding, inner tubing, and jumping off 

rocks that we forgot to keep our eye on the fuel gauge and ran 

out of gas in the middle of the lake.  Again, we flagged someone 

down and got a tow back to the docks.  
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Boating on Lake Powell



Then, a few days later, we get lost for an hour in a freezing 

cold, pitch black, lava river tube cave in Flagstaff.   It was an 

out and back trail, but the lights on our phones died out and 

we had to wait for someone to come by to show us the way 

out.    The next day, on the way from Flagstaff to Phoenix, we 

blew a flat near the top of the grade.  It took Victor and I an 

hour to figure out how to get the spare to drop from under 

the trailer (there was a hole in the tailgate where you cranked 

a wrench...duh) and another hour to change the tire in the 

dark.  Ten miles before we get to my sisters house in Phoenix, 

we blow another tire on the freeway, but now we are out of 

spares and decide to take the risk and limp at ten miles an 

hour to the nearest tire shop, which is closed of course be-

cause by now it is almost midnight. We leave the trailer in the 

parking lot overnight.  When we go back to get it in the morn-

ing, we realize we picked up a nail in one of the truck dually 

tires.  Three tires in less than twenty four hours!
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All smiles in the cave before getting lost on 
the way back.  It took years before I could 

get them to go back in any caves!



ask my kids if they had a great time on this 

trip you will hear a resounding “YES!”   
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Big sighs of relief as we exited the cave.



On this same trip we...

★hiked the most beautiful trails in Zion 

National Park (bottom right photo)

★watched the most amazing sunsets re-

flecting off Lake Powell (top photo)

★enjoyed tranquil campfires under the 

clearest skies with bats flying overhead 

at Lone Rock Campground 

★rock climbed at one of our favorite 

climbing spots, The Pit in Flagstaff (bot-

tom left photo) 
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The memories were priceless.  
The effect this trip had on my personal growth was immeasurable.  The bonds we created as a family in shar-

ing these types of experiences are exactly what I want out of life and I am so grateful for all the experiences 

of that trip, both the easy and hard ones.
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I’m going to help you learn it..   

You really can’t put a price on personal growth, nor on the value of con-

necting with yourself and the people and elements around you.  When 

you are at home and have a refrigerator and pantry full of food, you for-

get how important it is to be able to find food.  When you only have 

room for one cooler or a tiny fridge, you start to pay attention to what 

you really need and what you can do without.  When you start eating 

healthier and care about how your food makes you feel, you start to con-

nect with your food source (which is my favorite part of the Pacific North-

west road trip).  
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There is a skill and beauty to it.
Traveling this way really is a lost art.

Eating the most delicious soup at the 
farmers market in Bellingham



And when you start finding adventures in the great outdoors, you start to care more about how your body 

feels and how well it can move.
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When your life slows down so much that you begin to reconnect with your breath or when you sit still in the middle of a 

national park, you begin to reconnect to the earth, to the energy of the water, to the vitality of forests, and the power of 

the wind.



Besides all the spiritual effects road tripping has on me, I love the connection it has had on my children and 

the relationship I am lucky to share with them.  The combination of effort and reward that we share as a fam-

ily trickles down into the attitude they bring to everyday life.
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You can’t talk about road trips without envisioning singing along 

to your favorite songs.  The long gaps of time on the open 

road provide that, as well as time with your kids to talk about 

goals, dreams, and an infinite amount of randomness that 

fills a kid’s (and adult’s) mind, but are rarely spoken in the every-

day hustle and bustle of schedules and routines.

There’s rarely a moment when one of my kids aren’t talking and 

sharing thoughts or stories.  But occasionally it happens when 

everyone has fulfilled their need of being heard.  They all settle 

into their own peaceful contentment of reading or staring 

into the distance, happy in the confines of their own 

daydreams.

In between long silences while driving or hiking long trails, I will 

literally see inspiration flooding into them; their brains ex-

ploding with creativity.

I have seen how road trips have taught my kids incredible val-

ues through seeing so many different people and cultures.  

They have learned to be more open minded.  In seeing and 

experiencing so much of the world, they’ve gained perspec-

tive.  From scrambling to the top of a three thousand foot sum-

mit, to topping out a new climbing route, the determination 

required to overcome fear, fatigue, and hunger in order to ac-

complish a goal brings a level of confidence that only comes 

from physical perspiration and mental persistence.
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I love how adaptable they have become.  They have learned how to “go with the flow” 

in many situations and that will help them tremendously in life.  They work hard and 

pitch in whether it’s setting up camp, preparing food, or cleaning up.  They like being a 

part of the big picture and know that everything in life won’t just be handed to them.  
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Setting up camp our first night in Norway 
at11:00p.m. (notice the lack of darkness?!)

“It is not the 
strongest of the 
species that sur-
vives, nor the 
most intelligent 
that survives.  
It is the one that 
is most adapt-
able to 
change.”
-Charles Darwin



Their hard work transfers over to their own desires as I see them work to fulfill their own athletic and edu-

cational dreams.  Through repetition, persistence, and exposure to many elements, they have learned to 

face their fears and challenge what they are capable of.  
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Lastly, they have a level of appreciation 

that only comes from sacrifice.  A deli-

cious meal shared with family after a ten 

mile hike, finding wifi after being off the 

grid for a week, and a hot shower after 

days of climbing and hiking.  Things that 

the creature comforts of modern life have 

caused us to often take for granted.
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Dinner in Split, Croatia with my 
brother, Travis



Like I said, RV living was suppose to be short term in order to 

do a long road trip through Colorado followed by a longer trip 

through the Western United States and into Canada.  The 

events that happened, the people we met, the places we saw, 

and the changes in psychology all played a role in developing 

this passion for adventure travel. 

You don’t have to live in your motorhome full time to experi-

ence the joys and rush of road trips.  Going from the comforts of 

a resort or condo, to being self sustained in the middle of the 

wilderness is not an easy jump, nor is it necessary for everyone.

My goal with this guide is to give you the “in between”.  To give 

you the tools and knowledge to get as close to raw nature as 

possible without losing too much comfort and security.

We have treated all our travels as baby steps.  Getting our bear-

ings with trips that were on the beaten path with great infrastruc-

tures to count on first.  You don’t even have to permanently give 

up your resort style vacations either.  However, I hope to inspire 

you to explore the beauty and excitement that a road trip can 

bring.
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When we moved into our RV we had no idea the new trajectory our life was about to take.



WHAT TO EXPECT

They say the secret to happiness is low expectations and if 

you knew my husband you’d agree.  Happiest guy- very low 

expectations.  I’m not sure if I should be worried or flattered.  

But who cares?  I have too many trips to plan, rocks to climb, 

and waves to surf to worry about that.  The fact is, all this 

crazy road tripping and adventure travel is my obsession and 

he’s happy that he’s the one I choose to drag all over the 

world.  (I think he’s even starting to like it!). 
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Hiking Waimea Canyon, 
Kauai



Hanalei Bay, Kauai (another one 
of my favorite places on Earth)

When I was writing this guide book, I would ask Victor for 

some input and his impressions of our travels.  More specifi-

cally, I needed him to help me break down the steps and pat-

terns of our travels.  Because so much of it is auto pilot for 

me now, I forget what it may be like for beginner road trip-

pers.  His response was,   
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“Get a Robyn!”



Sure it does help if you or your spouse are the over-planning, 

research-aholic type, but you don’t necessarily have to be.  In fact, 

with this guide, you both can be the “I don’t know 

what the hell I’m doing” type and be just 

fine.  Regardless of what personality type you are, just remem-

ber, expect the unexpected and accept the 

learning curve.  The number one quality you need to 

have to venture out onto the open road is desire.  
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If you want it, 

you’ll figure it out
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“People don’t 
take trips, trips 
take people.”

-John Steinbeck



 I say the first thing you have to do if you want to lose weight, 

get stronger, live healthier, etc is to figure out your “why”.  

Because when you’ve worked a long day, the kids are cranky, 

you have low blood sugar, will power alone won’t be enough to 

keep you from ordering from the take out menu or skipping an-

other workout.  Just like exercise and nutrition are the backbone 

for a healthy life, curiosity and adaptability will be the 

backbone of road tripping.

“I wonder what it’s like to stand at the top of 
Half Dome?”

“I wonder what the salt air in California smells 
like?”

“I can’t wait to see how deep the Grand Canyon 
really is.”

“What are people in Croatia like?”

“How amazing is French food really?”
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In my book, A Playful Life,



“For my part, I travel not to go anywhere, but to go.  
I travel for travel's sake. The great affair is to move.”

- Robert Louis Stevenson
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I’m not sure if it’s the change of time zones or the difference in at-

mospheric pressure in different parts of the world, but when your 

physical body starts moving, your cells start behaving differently.  

Your neurons fire in new ways.   

In new patterns.  

Your perspective begins to change.  

Your awareness expands.  

Your tolerance increases.  

Your experiences become richer.
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Travel requires movement  

Hiking in Luxembourg
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 I am not the same having seen 
the moon shine on the other 

side of the world. 
- Mary Anne Radmacher



I can’t count the number of times 
I’ve had to carry Tatiana on my 
back on a hike.  But if I want to 
see the view at the top, there’s 
no other way. 

The rate at which change occurs varies among individuals, 

but I will argue that no one travels and stays the exact same 

person they were before traveling.  When you set out with 

the DESIRE to see new things, to meet new people, to expe-

rience more, the universe will conspire to make it happen.  

IT’S NOT ALL RAINBOWS AND  
SUNSHINE. IT REQUIRES ADAPTABILITY, 

PERSISTENCE, & HARD WORK.

When you don’t have DESIRE, the set backs, failures, or in-

conveniences will be much more painful.  When the DESIRE 

is strong, you roll with the punches and find humor in the mis-

haps.  And there will be mishaps.
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When we discovered campgrounds in Hawaii, I felt like I stum-

bled upon a gold mine.  This was awesome.  I could visit 

one of my favorite places on earth for less than ten dollars a 

night!  Don’t get me wrong, camping here is not easy.  The 

bathrooms are old, there aren’t any hot showers, and there 

isn’t even a picnic table at some of them.  But it is Beauti-

ful.  And for us it provides a great place to sleep after spend-

ing the day surfing and hiking the island.  Three days at a time 

is about my limit for camping here, but if you do the math, that 

saves us about nine hundred dollars!  The last time we camped 

here I think I was up in the middle of the night two out of the 

three nights.  However, instead of getting upset over my lack 

of REM sleep, I changed my perspective and sat outside my 

tent admiring the incredibly clear night sky and focused on 

how lucky I was to be experiencing the Hawaiian islands.  It all 

comes down to Mindset & Desire.
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The view from our tent 

while camping in Oahu.



No one starts RV camping and is excited to dump the shitter.  No part of that is fun, but 

I’ll tell you after having to dump the tiny cartridges they have in European RVs, you will 

appreciate that U.S. made RVs that have large dump tubes (and remember to buy 

gloves).  

Believe me on this one.  Think you are capable, believe you are capable, and act capa-

ble.  That’s not to say you should let your ego get in the way and create a bigger mess, 

but modern life rarely gives us the chance to figure things out.  We are an inventive race.  

When put in stressful situations, we rise to the occasion, develop a plan, and act brave.

There are so many parts of camping and RV-ing that are intimidating, but don’t let your 

fear keep you from experiencing all the great parts of camping and the outdoors.  I re-

member worrying about getting lost on a hike, getting attacked by animals, being bitten 

by poisonous spiders in our sleep,  but like most fears, the fears of the outdoors are of-

ten irrational.  
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YOU ARE 
CAPABLE 
OF 
MORE 
THAN 
YOU 
THINK
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“Being brave isn’t the absence of fear.  Being brave is 

having that fear but finding your way through it.”  

that’s 
me

there’s 
Gabi

-Bear Grylls



When Victor first started rock climbing he hated the idea of swinging.  When you are on 

top rope you really aren’t in any danger of falling, however, if your route wanders right or 

left too much and you don’t have directionals put in, you could take a swing laterally if 

you do slip.  The prospect of swinging laterally, the possibility of hitting his head on the 

swing, or the adrenaline of the G force of the swing, kept him from climbing.  

My brother likes to remind me that everyone grows at a different rate and often that rate 

of growth is directly linked to how many of our fears we are ready to address.  It took 

awhile for Victor to rationalize that fear, but now he willingly climbs and is the first to en-

courage others to participate in the sport.

You can do it.  Address your fears.  Accept them as normal human emotion.  Now set it 

aside and go be brave.  You’ll be amazed at what you’ll discover!
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The greater 
the desire, 
the easier it 
is to chip 
away at 
what may 
be holding 
us back.



A LITTLE EXTRA MONEY NEVER HURTS

Keep in mind too, there is a lot you can throw money on to help 

get over some of your fears.  Maybe not to pay someone to 

dump your poo for you, but creating a little cushion in your 

budget for unexpected mishaps can give you peace of mind.  

Try having a small fund for things like flat tires, a hotel room for 

if you get really tired, buying extra snacks when someone gets 

“hangry”, or hire a guide to take you rock climbing.  Our natural 

instinct is to spend money to prevent being uncomfortable, but 

I recommend budgeting in a way that forces you outside your 

comfort zone knowing that you have some reserve funds if you 

need to retreat back into your safety net.

MAKE FRIENDS, ESPECIALLY THE HANDY ONES

One of the best parts of camping is that you are surrounded by 

a lot of other campers and most of them are eager to help out.  

Put your pride aside and ask for help if you need it.

When we first bought our fifth wheel trailer we needed a truck 

to pull it, so I bought a 1999 Dodge diesel truck that had huge 

tires and a big lift.  It looked really cool, but it was really hard to 

turn the wheel.  (It took both hands and a lot of muscle power 

to get it to turn a few degrees!)  The first time we tried to back 

the trailer into a camp site we couldn’t do it and one of the 

other campers in the campground had to come to our rescue 

and back the trailer in for us.  Yeah, it was a little embarrassing, 

but in reality it made it a really fun afternoon for everyone at the 

campground and made for a good story.  (We did eventually sell 

that truck and got something much more reasonable to pull the 

trailer with.)
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Even if you have trouble coming up with 

specific desires- to see other cultures, 

hike new mountains, taste different foods, 

the desire to create memories can 

be a great starting point.

Regardless of how much curiosity and 

adaptability you may be starting with, I 

can promise that the one thing you will 

get is a lot of memorable moments.  

Moments when everyone is happy, 

the kids busy reading, playing, or explor-

ing; moments of laughter when your 

husband freaks out on a hike because he 

thinks he hears a mountain lion in the 

bushes, but it ends up being a squirrel, 

(in Victor’s defense, there had been a cou-

gar sighting on that trail a month before 

and we were the first ones on the trail 

that morning so it was eerily quiet); mo-

ments of frustration when your dad 

doesn’t lock the fifth wheel axis into the 

hitch and you take a U turn too fast and 

the fifth wheel comes sliding into the bed 

of the truck; and moments of pure 

joy when you all cuddle together on one 

couch to watch a movie for the hun-

dredth time, knowing that your kids will 

spend the next week quoting parts of the 

movie over and over again.  

It’s hard, it’s fun, it’s frustrating, 

it’s joyful, it’s tiring, but regard-

less, it’s memorable.  And isn’t 

that what we really want from raising 

kids?  A whole bunch of great stories to 

share when they come home for the Holi-

days.
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THE MEMORIES ARE PRICELESS



MAKE IT ACTIVE

I’m a little prejudice on this one.  You can have a great time 

on a road trip and stick to exploring cities, but just for kicks, I’m 

going to try and persuade you to making it an active trip.  We 

love centering our travels around various hikes, climbs, swims, 

bike rides, and surfing.  Life thrives in movement.  

By centering your travel around activities, you will keep your 

kids engaged and help them burn off the endless energy they 

seem to have, you will help your family be healthier, and the ac-

tivities will add more fun to your life.  Decide as a family what 

activities sound fun to do or find ways to compromise so every-

one gets a little dose of the things they enjoy doing.
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Hiking Eiger and Jungfrau mountains in Switzerland.



It is nice to visit a city and walk around, but I find that half a day 

with young kids is about all they can handle.  If your kids are 

older than that, of course a full day is possible (or even two days).  

But cities mean spending money and every meal that you eat in 

the city will add a lot to your budget.  When we go into cities we 

try to sample lots of different foods instead of going to one res-

taurant and stuffing ourselves.  For example, in San Francisco we 

had a full eight hour day of fun, walking all over the city without 

ever sitting down to a full meal.  We sampled pastries at Mr. Hol-

mes Bakehouse, clam chowder at Fisherman’s Wharf, chocolate 

at Ghirardelli, coffee at Beacon Coffee & Pantry, pizza and salami 

in North Beach, baked goods in China Town, and sipping choco-

late and desserts at Dandelion Chocolate.  By the end of the day 

we had walked over six miles, but spent only $100 for all seven of 

us.
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Taking a break at Beacon’s Coffee



I love experiencing cities, but it doesn’t 

feed my soul the way nature does.  I pre-

fer to get into a city early before traffic 

and parking become an issue, find a few 

key attractions that will give me a feeling 

of that city’s story, and then retreat back 

to the serenity of forests and meadows.

There is one thing that drives me into 

the city and that is...food.  Cities also 

give me an opportunity to stock up on 

high quality, artisan foods.  I love to eat 

a lot of great food so keeping our travels 

active balances out the splurges I find in 

the cities.
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Enjoying Belgium waffles 
from a street vendor in 
Brugge.



Enjoying some of the best 
grass fed burgers at a 

small farm stand in 
Durango, Colorado.
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One of the best things, to 

me, is sitting down at the 

end of a day spent playing 

hard and enjoying a big 

meal with my family.

Knowing that I worked hard 

throughout the day makes 

my indulgence guilt free.



If you read my book, A Playful Life, you will see I’m a huge ad-

vocate for warrior style eating, and hiking, biking, surfing, 

climbing, etc will definitely help you eat more warrior-like.  In 

a world that seems to revolve around competition, it can be 

intimidating to pick up a sport at forty years old, but believe 

me, it’s totally doable.  I didn’t start surfing until I was thirty 

five or rock climbing until thirty seven.  I’m not that great of a 

surfer or climber.  I just love doing it, finding waves and 

routes that match up with our abilities.  
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Enjoying the most delicious 
sandwiches in Florence, Italy.

If there’s something you’ve always wanted to do, go for it!
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“The world is a book 
and those who do not 

travel read only one 
page.” 

-St. Augustine



I like that camping usually involves a lot of open spaces, 

which allows my kids to move, and nurtures their curiosity 

and need for discovery. 

There have been numerous studies that show how learning is 

improved after movement.  Do your kids and yourself a favor 

and find ways to move more through your travels.
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Practicing force pushes 
in Hawaii



For me, it all starts with a dream.  Maybe I’ll see something in a 

magazine, on a blog, Pinterest, or hear about it from a friend.  

Sometimes it’s driven by my sports (climbing at Ten Sleep, Wyo-

ming; or surfing the Lost Coast near Mendocino, California).

Finding inspiration really is the easy part considering the 

amount of travel articles there are on the internet and how much 

marketing is done trying to gain your vacation dollars.  Once 

you start researching places to go, the problem will probably be 

in deciding where to go first.  
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View of San Juan islands from 
Mount Erie in Anacortes,  

Washington

Endless Possibilities

DECIDING WHERE TO GO



You can easily get overwhelmed with this first part, or you can 

choose to look at it with excitement and perspective.  You 

can’t go everywhere in one trip and there’s no perfect place.  Try 

not to put all your hopes, dreams, and expectations on your first 

road trip adventure.  If you do it right, if you set yourself up to suc-

ceed, if you keep it manageable, it won’t be your last trip. Hope-

fully I’ve inspired you to seek some nature and movement in your 

travels (but if not, that’s cool too).  There are two different ways to 

look at the amount of nature and exercise you integrate into your 

trip:

Do you want to pick some destination cities and find 

nature along the way? 

or 

do you want to pick destination in “nature” and 

find cities along the way?  
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Hiking Cerro Chato Volcano on 
our one month road trip through 
Costa Rica.
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“When you want something you’ve never 
had, you have to do something you’ve 
never done.”



When I plan a road trip I pick one or two major destinations that I want to visit and then I 

open up Google Maps (or get an actual fold out map and highlighter) and start looking 

for what things I can hit on the way.

For example, I want to go to North Cascades National Park this year, but I liked both 

Bend and Portland.  I didn’t love Seattle as much (but in fairness to the coffee capital city 

of America, I didn’t give it enough of a chance since we were only there for half a day).  

For me, I will want to spend almost a week in North Cascades, but I will stop for a day in 

each of the cities, Bend, Portland, and Seattle on the way up or down.

Rarely is our travel just about rock climbing.  However, there are so many rock climbing 

areas in the world, that we can choose a destination like Rocky Mountain National Park 

and find 3 Places To Take Your Family Climbing in Colorado to stop at on the way out or 

back.
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“Traveling- 
it leaves 

you speech-
less, then 
turns you 

into a story-
teller.”

-Ibn Batutta

http://nomadswithapurpose.com/3-places-to-take-your-family-climbing-in-colorado/
http://nomadswithapurpose.com/3-places-to-take-your-family-climbing-in-colorado/


I also use Trip Advisor to research the cities we will stop at along 

the way.  We don’t spend a lot of time in cities, but it’s helpful if I 

know ahead of time if there’s a good restaurant we want to try or 

an activity to do that is in our price range.

Also, don’t dismiss small and mid-size cities.  In the U.S., and espe-

cially when we did our road trip through Europe, I had the best 

time in the small (those with populations under 30,000) to mid size 

cities (those with populations under 80,000).  I like that most of 

these cities still have great food options and fun things to see and 

do, but they aren’t as overwhelming for me.  It’s hard (often impos-

sible) to drive an RV into a big city too, which makes going into 

big cities even more exhausting and expensive because we then 

have to factor in parking and using public transportation to get 

into the city. 
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It takes a lot of the fun out of traveling when you are constantly researching where to 

eat, sleep, and what to do each day, so try to have a list ahead of time that way you 

can spend your travels playing with your kids, talking to your spouse, or just daydream-

ing as you stare out the window at the beautiful planet we live on. 

My daughter calls me a mad scientist because I’ll make pages and pages of notes re-

searching all the possibilities until I’ve narrowed it down to a concise plan on what I want 

to see, where we will play, and how long I need to fit it all in (there’s never enough time 

for that).

I love travel books and find them great for giving me an overall feel of an area.  But 

when it comes to the specifics of what and where (where to camp, where to hike, where 

to eat, and what to do) I find travel blogs especially helpful.
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Don’t worry, if you don’t 

have the patience to do that 

much research, the six road 

trips I’ve included in this book 

have a lot of the research 

done for you.

DO YOUR HOMEWORK



When I plan a trip, I will plan the main destinations that we will go to about six to twelve months in advance, that way I can get the 

best deals on airfare or ensure I get the campgrounds I want.  But once that is done, I do the day to day research in little chunks 

over the next few months.  This part is definitely the most fun for me because it puts me in places twice (the first time when I re-

search it and the second when I actually get there).  But more importantly, it raises my excitement level for the destination and that 

in itself makes my experience richer.  If you or your spouse (or even your children) have any hesitation or reluctance to visit a certain 

place, it’s really important to include them in the researching part.  When we went to Europe, my daughter, Gabi, and I did all the re-

search.  Because of this, we were much more excited for each destination and got a little more out of the trip than the rest of the 

family.  That’s not to say they didn’t enjoy it, but they weren’t saying, “Wow! I can’t believe I’m walking part of the Road to Santiago 

in Asturias, Spain.”  They didn’t have as much of a grasp of the significance of that trail nor know how much that part of Spain was 

known for it’s food and that it’s known as “the green coast”.

Can you still have fun not knowing that?  Of course.  But with knowledge comes power and in the case of our travels, that power is 

in the form of excitement and energy.  The attitude you bring to your travels will determine a lot of what you get from it so put your-

self in places mentally before you put yourself in places physically.  Because Gabi was so great at researching, we found a lot of hid-

den gems (secluded beaches, incredible food, off the beaten path hikes, and unique locations) that we wouldn’t have found if our 

research was centered only around Trip Advisor or travel books.  I can’t believe the number of cool experiences we’ve encountered 

just by searching on Google what we were looking for with the word “blog” in it.
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  Best hikes to do in _______ blog

  Best places to eat in _______ blog

  Off the beaten path places in _______ blog

  Best things to do in _______ blogs

  Hiking near _______ blogs

  Cheap things to do in _______

  Outdoor activities near _______
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For Inspiration Try Googling...

Don’t forget to cross reference ideas on...  

The Outbound (theoutbound.com) & Rough Guides (roughguides.com)

Walking the Camino De Santiago to surf San Martin Beach  
in Asturias, Spain



Yes, research is important, but I will tell you one of my favorite 

days of our entire European road trip was the day we spent in 

Brugge, Belgium.  Besides the fact that it is one of the most beau-

tiful cities in the world, I did no research on it.  I completely relin-

quished 100% of that to Gabi and she knocked it out of the park.  

For a control freak like me, it was so fun to be completely sur-

prised by the architecture, the food, and the people of a new city.  

Now if we had just showed up and winged it, I still would have 

loved the city, but she made it special by taking us to what was 

voted the best chocolatier in Brugge, the best street waffles, the 

prettiest spots to take pictures, etc.  
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It was awesome!

Treat Yourself To Surprises



“We travel 
not to escape 

life, but for 
life not to 

escape us.” 
-Anonymous

Surfing Easky in Ireland
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WHAT TO TRAVEL IN?

WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM YOUR TRAVELS?

Once you have the travel bug and have an idea of where you 

want to go find adventure, the next ingredient is knowing what 

to travel in. There are a lot of options out there and it really de-

pends on what you want out of your travel experience in deter-

mining what you travel in.  I have travelled in quite a few of 

these options and I can give you my experience and opinion 

(keep in mind it’s also different than most peoples mostly due 

to the fact that we are traveling with five kids and are adven-

ture addicts). 
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Garden Camping in England



Things to Consider

Where do you want to go?   

If your goal is to see as many national parks as possible or to 

get into remote areas, then you don’t want anything too long 

since the campgrounds inside the parks are usually small to 

drive through and to be able to park in.  I personally think camp-

ing inside a National Park is a must so that is a big reason we 

have only a thirty foot motorhome instead of something much 

larger.  Going into cities or anywhere near the coast is similar.  

Roads get quite narrow as you go into cities, especially big cit-

ies, so having a smaller RV makes getting into cities much eas-

ier.  Unless you have a lot of experience driving a trailer, you 

don’t want to make a U turn with a trailer in the middle of a city.  

This is where Class B motorhomes, conversion vans, or regular 

automobiles can be a much better way to travel.  When we were 

mostly just going out to the desert, having a longer trailer was 

fine because it was pretty much a straight shot on big highways 

and we didn’t have to navigate smaller roads.  One year we 

drove my uncle’s forty foot fifth wheel from Montana to San Di-

ego via the Oregon coastline.  This was not one of our better 

ideas.  Getting in and out of campgrounds and through many of 

the cities along highway 101 was difficult to say the least.  It also 

meant we couldn’t drive Highway 1 back through California be-

cause there is a limit to certain vehicles based on how long be-

tween your hitch and back axle.
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How Many People Do You Need To Sleep?   

Having enough beds for everyone in your family is of course a 

must.  Make sure the beds are long enough to sleep older kids 

comfortably.  Having a comfortable bed is important.  We put 

memory foam mattress toppers on the fold out table and couch 

and use regular bedding to make them more comfortable.   

How Much Do You Want To Move?

Do you prefer constant movement or to stay put and explore? 

Personally I like constant movement so being in a motorhome  

(or van) works for us because it is easy to move from one place 

to the next and requires less packing and unpacking.  If you are 

traveling and staying for a few days or longer in one spot then 

traveling with a trailer is easier because you can drop the trailer 

in your campsite and then use your vehicle to go explore the 

area.  

How far do you want to go?   

Since we tend to go on long road trips with young kids, having 

a motorhome allows us to move around inside a little while trav-

eling and not have to stop to use the bathroom.  When we were 

only doing local trips we had a fifth wheel, that meant everyone 

had to squish into the truck for a three hour drive.  Technically in 

California, you can have people in the fifth wheel while you 

drive as long as they have communication, but I don’t recom-

mend it.  As a kid I mostly camped in a truck with a camper 

shell.  There were only four of us (my dad, stepmom, and my sis-

ter) so my parents slept above the cab and the table made into 

a bed for my sister and I.  There wasn’t much room to walk 

around and the kitchen was small, but what I remember was that 

it was fun to travel in because we could easily move into the cab 

of the truck or play in the back while driving (seat belt laws were 

different then).
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How much money do you have to spend?   

When we went to Europe for six months it was too expensive to 

rent a camper for the entire time so we had to tent camp for 50 

days.  It was harder, but definitely doable.  My step mom and little 

brother travelled this way a lot through the western United States 

and would pack a tent and camp stove in their car and hit the 

road.  They’d break up the trip by staying occasionally in hotels.  

On our Europe adventure, I rented us a house off of Airbnb for a 

few nights to give us a break from extra energy it requires to be 

setting up and breaking down camp every day.  If you are just start-

ing out with the camping experience, I suggest keeping the num-

ber of days tent camping to less than five at first.  If you can swing 

it, rent a motorhome.  Personally, this was a really good way for us 

to test out if camping regularly was going to be a good fit for our 

family (obviously it was).  
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Can You Skip A Campground?

We usually travel in our motorhome and setting up and break-

ing down is pretty fast, but a lot of times I don’t want to pay for 

a campground if it’s literally just to sleep in for eight hours.  I 

cover “vagabonding” in more depth later in this book (this is 

what we call it when we wild camp, sleep on the side of the 

road, or in a parking lot), but not getting a campground every 

night can save time and money.  A trailer takes a little more time 

to hitch/unhitch and vagabonding isn’t quite as comfortable 

(but still doable).  If you are tent camping, it will be more impor-

tant that you have campgrounds booked ahead of time (unless 

you are in Utah where there are plenty of BLM’s).   

Would You Rather Not Stop?

Another benefit of traveling in a motorhome is that you can 

cook, eat, and use the restroom without having to pull over, 

which saves us a lot of time especially with kids.  Technically you 

are suppose to wear seat belts the entire time while traveling in 

an RV (including all the passengers).  When we were in France, 

we did get pulled over once because I was cooking while driv-

ing.  The French police were very nice, but it was a good re-

minder for me to follow the rules.  I don’t recommend standing 

while driving, but it is nice having a motorhome when driving 

long distances even if it’s just to grab a snack from the fridge or 

take a kid to the bathroom quickly.
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• Automobile with Tents This is a 

much cheaper way to do a road trip and 

gives you the flexibility to get into big 

cities easier, as well as travel faster and 

lighter.  It does however require a bit 

more effort and toughness to tolerate 

the elements and is more work to store 

and cook your food.  Make sure you 

have a tent that has enough room to 

move around in and store at least a 

backpack in it.  Also, spend a little more 

for good air mattresses (check out our 

Gear Guide for ideas).

• Conversion Van (Class B) or 

Truck with Camper This can often 

be a cheaper option than a trailer or mo-

torhome depending on how fancy you 

get with your vehicle.  The best part is it 

allows you to sleep anywhere and gives 

you protection from the elements while 

still being able to navigate your way 

through smaller roads and busy cities, 

as well as travel quickly.  The drawback 

is that you are limited in the number of 

people you can sleep or travel with. 

(Hard to find a van that sleeps seven).

• Truck with Trailer or Fifth 

Wheel  Trailers can be very luxurious 

(with full size kitchens, bedrooms, and 

even laundry.)  If you have money and 

want comfort, this may be your best an-

swer.  This is also a great option if you 

are looking to stay put in one area and 

explore.  Learning to back up a trailer or 

fifth wheel can be difficult if you don’t 

have experience and pulling a trailer be-

hind a vehicle can make your overall 

length very long (pulling a fifth wheel is 

actually easier).
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• Class A or C Motorhome  Class As 

provide more headroom for walking around 

than Class Cs, but feel a little more cumber-

some to drive.  In either, your pace may be 

a little slower on the road, but at least 

you’ll have the convenience of moving 

around and the comfort of tables and 

couches to sit at while driving.  My prefer-

ence for motorhomes comes down to the 

fact that I like to be moving often. 
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The sunset view from our balcony 
when we lived the beach life in a 
a house in Coronado, CA



Before you head out on your epic road trip, you should defi-

nitely do maintenance on your vehicle to make sure it’s running 

properly.  However, I never have.  I probably have too much of 

my dad in me and figure we will deal with the flat or the broken 

hose when it happens.  I don’t recommend following in my foot-

steps.  Be safe and get everything checked so you can enjoy 

your trip and not waste time at a repair shop.

We do carry an emergency kit with jumper cables, reflectors, 

and other helpful items.  One thing I do before we head out on 

the road is start from a clean slate.  If we are road tripping in our 

van, I clean it out completely before I start packing it up with all 

our gear.  The same with our motorhome.  I try to get rid of 

things that we won’t be using.  I like to travel as light as possible 

and this is one element of that for me.  

While tent camping through Europe (and in Hawaii) we used 

Airbnb to rent houses for a few days along the way.  As much as 

I love camping, it was really nice to have a few days to recover, 

get reorganized, wash things, and feel a bit spoiled before get-

ting back into the elements.  

If you are worried that tent camping might be too much, this 

may be a very good option.  Skipping the camping altogether 

and finding hotels or house rentals along the way can make your 

travel even lighter (you won’t have to carry along all your bed-

ding), and free up more energy into sightseeing and activities.  

Traveling this way is also more expensive so look at your budget 

and decide which works best for you.  
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PACING YOUR TRAVELS

If you ask me, road trips should be as long as possible- meaning 

until you run out of money.  However, most of us don’t have that 

luxury (including myself) so I have a general rule that you 

shouldn’t average more than 100 miles per day.  Since moving 

from place to place with an RV takes a little longer than a car, I 

feel that two hours of driving a day is the most I like to do and 

still be able to enjoy the places I am visiting.  If you are traveling 

by automobile (car, truck without trailer, or van) you may feel 

comfortable stretching your average to 150 miles per day.  Re-

member, this is your AVERAGE daily miles.

If we know we will be driving 200-300 miles in a day, I will make 

sure we are sitting still in the departing or arriving city for two to 

three days to try and find some balance.  

As exciting as it is to be on the open road and keep pushing to 

see more, if you push too fast you, your family will not end up 

enjoying the experience.  Remember, it’s about the journey 

not the destination.  You don’t get a trophy at the end for the 

number of places you see, but you do get the memories of the 

experiences you create along the way, so enjoy the process of 

movement with flexibility and compassion to everyones needs.
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How Long Should a Road Trip Be? 



can you Stay Awhile?

I also like to build in a two or three day cushion because I’ve 

been known to stumble upon towns (such as Ouray, Colorado) 

that I feel a connection with and want to stay a few extra nights. 

is your schedule fixed or flexible?

If you are traveling during off season times, then you have the 

luxury of not needing to book campsites and can set up a much 

more flexible itinerary.  However, if you are traveling in the sum-

mer or during holidays, and especially if you are going any-

where near the coastline, you will have to decide ahead of time 

how many days you want to spend at each location because 

many of these campsites fill up months in advance and finding 

an alternative campground can make your trip a lot more stress-

ful than rewarding.

do you have time to relax?

Hopefully you will be making this an active holiday (as they say 

in Europe) and you will want to make sure you are getting 

enough rest and recovery to offset the exercise you will be do-

ing each day.  

how long is Set Up and Break Down Time?

We usually travel in our Class C motorhome and due to its rela-

tively small size, setting up and breaking down is pretty fast.  

This also makes it easy to vagabond.  A trailer takes a little more 

time to hitch/unhitch and vagabonding isn’t quite as comfort-

able (but still doable).  If you are tent camping, it will be more 

important that you have campgrounds booked ahead of time 

(unless you are in Utah where there are plenty of BLM’s).  And re-

member, while tent camping, setting up and breaking down 
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camp will be much more time consuming.  We can cover a lot of 

miles by not having to set up and break down camp every night.

When do you like to drive?

Deciding when to drive is important also.  I hate traffic, so if I 

have to drive through an area like Los Angeles, I always drive 

through late at night.  Having a motorhome makes it easy to do 

this.  If you are a morning person you can easily drive at sunrise. 

When we have a long distance to cover, I always prefer to do a 

late nighter and pull over at a rest area to sleep when my eye-

lids start getting heavy.  This drove Victor crazy at first.  Talk to 

your spouse ahead of time to avoid extra stress while traveling.  

where do you want to wake up?

I like to wake up, drink my coffee, then start my activity right 

away (surfing, climbing, hiking).  That means that I like to be at 

my destination the night before so that I don’t have to waste my 

favorite part of the day driving.   This was harder when we tent 

camped because it took a lot longer to get everyone ready and 

the campsite packed up before we could move to our activity. 
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Each of the road trips I’ve designed for 

this guide are approximately 1000 miles, 

which means a minimum of 10 days.  Add in 

3 days to hang around at your favorite 

spot and an extra day for unpacking and 

I’d say a two week trip would be ideal.



“ARE WE THERE YET?”

The nice thing about camping is that your kids are outside 

more...  But what about all the time they are confined to the 

car or RV while driving? 

“Doesn’t it get a bit ‘claustrophobic’?”  
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Sure, at times it can be tough being crammed together in a vehi-

cle while trying to get from one place to the next, but with time 

and repetition, everyone eventually finds their own groove.  

Creating a “we’re in it together” mentality helps a lot.  It’s 

much easier to compromise, be bored, and tolerate uncomfort-

ableness if you are doing it for something you are excited for in 

the end.  

With that in mind, try including your kids in the planning process 

so they, too, are motivated to do whatever is needed to enjoy 

the process of getting to the destinations.  Not only does this 

make them feel more in control of the situation, it also teaches 

them to be more accountable for their own actions.  I find this 

has helped my older children find hobbies that, not only enter-

tain them, but also has helped lead them to discovering their tal-

ents (writing, drawing, and photography).

While we are driving, keeping my older kids entertained is never 

an issue.  We’ve done this so long that they enjoy just staring 

out the window, reading, drawing, or listening to music.  

For my younger two, it’s a different story.  They do a little of that 

too, but mostly they just watch movies (the same ones over and 

over again).   It can get annoying to hear the same movies re-

peatedly (because they won’t use headphones), but you learn to 

accept the compromise when the reward of travel becomes 

greater.  

I have tried to integrate coloring, board games, etc, but I really 

enjoy seeing the places we are driving through.  For me, I’d 

rather let them watch a movie while driving and save the games 

for when we are parked in a campground.  
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Ipads/Kindles can be helpful to keep little kids entertained.  Make 

sure they are charged and loaded with appropriate apps before-

hand since finding WiFi on the road can be challenging.  One of 

the best things we have in our RV is a converter so we can charge 

devices while driving. Also, make sure you have the right car 

adapter chargers for phones/devices.

The other thing my kids do a lot while we drive is eat.  Try to plan 

ahead for this and have healthy snacks/meals to give them.  The 

worst thing to have is grumpy kids with low blood sugar while you 

drive.  

The next worse is to have kids hyped up on sugar and nowhere to 

go to burn it off.  Nuts, fruit, salami, cheese, veggies, and hummus 

are some of our snacks that I keep on hand for while we are mov-

ing.
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THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF CAMPING



WHAT TO PACK

The six road trips at the end of this guide are designed to give 

you a rough outline of possible routes and aren’t designed to be 

followed exactly, although they could be.  They do however 

give you a good feel for what areas are like and should give you 

insight into what type of trip you are looking for.  For example, if 

you love coastlines and don’t want to do a lot of hiking and 

climbing then the Big Sur loop is better.  If you are looking for 

hiking and climbing, then the Colorado loop is great.  If you like 

deserts and canyons then the Arizona/Utah loop will meet your 

needs.

95% is from our own experience traveling through an area.  

There are a few places that I’ve added because they have been 

on our radar and I know they would be great additions to the 

loops I have created for you.   

Regardless of where your wanderlust takes you there are a few 

things you will want to pack and be prepared with for all of the 

road trips.  
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I don’t need to tell you the exact number of underwear to pack, 

however, remember that space is limited and you don’t want to 

waste valuable travel time searching for a laundromat.  With that 

in mind, you want to pack clothes that are multipurpose or that 

can be worn multiple days.  For example, we all have Kuhl cargo 

pants that we can hike and climb in and they can be worn many 

days without needing washing.   Our Patagonia Nano Puff jack-

ets are one of the most used clothing we have and they pack 

down very small which makes it easy to carry them on hikes.  If 

you are doing the Northwest loop, you will need a good rain 

jacket.  Good tennis shoes are a must.  Hiking boots aren’t nec-

essary, but you want a shoe with traction like a trail running 

shoe.  Wool socks are great because they keep you warm and 

don’t smell as bad as cotton ones do.  Think of layers.  I was 

colder on our Big Sur trip in April than on our Colorado trip in 

June (even though there was snow on the ground in Colorado) 

because the coast is so much more humid.  If you will be in wet 

climates, make sure you have good base layers to keep you 

warm.  Cargo shorts for the guys are very useful and serve multi-

ple purposes.  Gabi and I have the Lulu Lemon running shorts 

and wear them all the time.  Everyone needs flip flops or san-

dals to air out their feet after hiking or just to wear around the 

campground.  
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If you ask me, a Jet Boil coffee press is a must.  I take it with me 

everywhere and I like that I can sneak outside early and enjoy 

my coffee without waking everyone up in the RV.  Make sure you 

have a good hand grinder since you won’t always have electric-

ity.  If you have an RV, it will have a propane stove to cook with 

so you only need a few pots and pans if it didn’t come with 

them.  If you are tent camping, then you need a means of cook-

ing and preparing meals.  While we traveled through Europe for 

five weeks in a tent, I was very happy with our simple set up.  

We had two MSR Pocket Rockets and GSI Outdoors Cookset.  If 

you are flying to your destination, then you will need to stop at 

a camping store to get a butane burner when you arrive since 

the airlines don’t allow butane burners on the plane.  I like the 

set up we had with 2 pots and 2 pans that can also be used as 

lids.  The only negative is that they can be “tippy” so you have 

to watch them while you are cooking.  Paper products are con-

venient, but if you don’t like wasting trees, just carry a few multi-

purpose plates and bowls.  When we tent camp we have four of 

each, eating in shifts or sharing.  If you have the room in your 

RV, here is a list of what I keep in my RV and you can choose 

what you think you will need.  It’s amazing how little you can get 

by with and I’ve put an * by the things I considered the bare ne-

cessities.
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1 lighter* or a lot of matches  

 Forks*, knives*, and spoons* (optional: camping sporks) 

1 serving spoon*, 1 slotted serving spoon, 1 ladel  

3 Spatulas: 1 plastic*, 1 metal, 1 baking  

3 Knives: 1 serrated, 1 pairing*, 1 chopping  

1 Can Opener* & 1 Wine Opener with Bottle Opener*  

Cutting Board* 

Bowls*, Small Plates, Large Plates  

Small Mason Jars used for Drinking Glasses* 

1 Coffee Press*, 1 Manual*/Electric Coffee Grinder  

Coffee Mugs* 

1 Small & 1 Large Pot* 

1 Small*, 1 Large, & 1 Flat Skillet (optional: Electric Skillet)  

7 Dish Towels* & 1 Sponge*

Multi purpose Mixing Bowls: 1 Small, 1 Medium*, 1 Large 

1 Cookie Sheet & 1 Muffin Tin 

1 9x13 Baking Dish & 1 Loaf Pan 

1 Colander 

3 Tupperware containers for food storage (rectangular fits bet-

ter) or Baggies 

NutriBullet 

Crock Pot 

Electric Kettle 

Measuring spoons & cups  

Whisk, tongs, & bean/potato masher  

1 Garlic Press 

Kitchen Shears 

Grater
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Sleeping bags are versatile, but it’s nice to have sheets and com-

forters.  Choose what best fits your needs depending on your 

space situation and the temperature of where you will be travel-

ing.  While road tripping though Europe our sleeping bags were 

perfect, but when we are at home in our RV we love having nice 

bedding.  

Each person has their own towel that can be used for both the 

beach and showering.  If you are short on space, quick dry tow-

els are great.  When we travel internationally, I bring our Sun 

Land backpacking towels (make sure to air them out to dry to 

avoid them smelling like mildew).  Having a way to hang things 

to dry is very important.  Either carry a clothesline or a foldable 

laundry rack.  

If you are doing a road trip in a car and plan on tent camping, 

these are the bare essentials.  Each of us had a sleeping bag, an 

inflatable sleeping pad, a headlamp, a packable towel, a back-

pack with about 3 outfits, a packable jacket, a packable rain 

shell, hiking shoes, socks, and flip flops.  

We brought a tent, four pots and pans that stored within each 

other, a serving spoon, a spatula, four bowls, four mugs, our Jet 

Boil coffee press, two MSR burners (we bought the propane can-

ister once we landed), a knife, and a cutting board.
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It’s nice if everyone has their own headlamp (or at least a few to 

share) to read with or to use to walk to the bathroom in the mid-

dle of the night.  It’s also nice to have a lantern to add lighting 

at night.

You will also want some type of tarp or outdoor rug to put in 

front of your RV or tent so you aren’t tracking dirt in and out all 

the time.  While traveling through Europe we didn’t have space 

to carry a rug so we just had an old yoga mat that worked as our 

door mat to keep a little dirt out.

You are going to want chairs to sit around the campfire.  I per-

sonally love low chairs, but they aren’t ideal for campfires be-

cause many of the fire pits are elevated.  The good thing is that 

many campgrounds have picnic tables that you can move and 

use as extra seating close to the campfire. 

I can’t think of camping without picturing my hammock.  Noth-

ing screams relaxation like lying in a hammock.  If you can spare 

$60 in your budget, try to get one.  Make sure to bring some 

rope or webbing to hang your hammock with.

Chairs take up a lot of storage space so think of ways you can 

minimize the number you pack.  Personally, we only carry a few 

chairs and instead we just sit on our outdoor rug most of the 

time, lie in the hammock, or use the picnic table if there is one.
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Oh, how I missed campfires when we road tripped through 

Europe since very few campgrounds there allow campfires.  

Thankfully, in the United States, most campsites have a fire pit 

so you should be prepared to spend relaxing evenings under 

the stars with the warm glow of a campfire.

A lot of campgrounds sell firewood and many national parks ask 

that you only burn their wood, but I always have a little extra fire-

wood with us in case I can’t find wood to buy.  If you have room, 

carry a hatchet so you can chop the wood into kindling and 

have an easier time starting your fire.  Also look for dry leaves 

and twigs around your campsite to help with getting your fire 

going.  (Handy hint:  Build a teepee with the kindling and blow 

on it to keep it oxygenated.  Bring cotton balls soaked in wax as 

a fire starter.)

Because we live at Silver Strand State Beach a lot, we have a col-

lapsible fire pit.  It works great and folds down very small, but if 

you have the room, an old washing machine tub works even bet-

ter.  Most campgrounds have fire pits (almost all state and na-

tional parks do), but it’s worth noting when you make your reser-

vations so you are prepared because camping just isn’t the 

same without campfires.
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If you are making it an active trip, don’t forget to bring your 

gear.  Whether its bicycles, surfboards, or climbing gear, you will 

want to check if you have space to bring them.  Our under-

storage of our motorhome is less than 8 feet wide so we only 

bring our 7’6” surfboards or smaller when we travel.  When we 

flew to Europe we brought two boards with us and bought one 

board when we got to France.  If you are flying in for a trip on 

the coast you can easily find surf shops that rent boards or 

check craigslist for people selling used boards.  Our climbing 

gear always comes with us, but when we fly we have to add it to 

checked baggage because it’s so heavy with all the gear.

To help get organized before a trip, I have a few empty plastic 

bins that I would use to organize everything we’d need for our 

road trips.  I’d use one for special clothing like jackets, one for 

kitchen supplies, one for bedding, one for outdoor supplies, 

and one for gear.

You will have down time (and if you don’t, you aren’t doing the 

trip right) so make sure you pack some books or a kindle.
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EATING HEALTHY ALONG THE WAY

It’s easy to go on a road trip and just stop at every restaurant 

along the way, but finding a way to cook wholesome foods 

while traveling will not only help you look and feel better, it will 

save you a lot of money.  I am a huge fan of Trader Joe’s and 

can stock my RV with a week’s worth of healthy and nutritious 

food for less money than it costs to eat out for two days.  Gro-

cery shopping ahead of time is very important because you 

don’t want to waste a day tracking down a grocery store and if 

you wait until you are hungry to find one, you will probably just 

give in and go out to eat instead.

Space for food is limited while road tripping, making sure you 

have the right amount of food is key.  In an RV you will have a 

little fridge and pantry area, but if you are tent camping you will 

need to pack a cooler (if you have room, carry two coolers, one 

for meats and one for drinks and produce).  

Remember to keep a supply of good sourced protein, raw nuts, 

and a little dark chocolate on hand to get you through your ac-

tivities.  
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Storing all the food can be tricky and I keep an empty plastic bin 

in the under storage to store all the snack foods so they don’t get 

eaten the first day and to make sure I have snacks on hand for the 

days we are hiking and climbing.

When we hit the road, we are looking to hit the crag, trail, or 

waves early in the morning so we don’t waste much time on break-

fast.  However, when we are done with our activity we like to come 

back to a big meal of salad, meat, sautéed veggies, and a big loaf 

of organic sourdough bread if we can find it.  

My book, A Playful Life, has over 30 recipes, most of which are 

great for camping.  We also have a lot of healthy recipes on our 

website if you need more ideas.  
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CAMPGROUNDS

Many of the campgrounds listed in this guide fill up fast.  If you 

are traveling in the summer or near the coastline, it is a good 

idea to book your spot ahead of time.  In some cases they need 

to be booked at 8:00 a.m. PST six months in advance!  Many of 

the campgrounds can be booked on reserveamerica.com.  If 

you are trying to get a site by first come first serve, try to get to 

the campground by 10a.m. to get your site, then go do your ac-

tivity and come back.  

Campsites come with either no hookups, partial hookups, or full 

hookups.  If you get a site with no hookups you will want to be 

prepared by having your water tank in the RV already filled.  To 

fill the water tank, you can use a regular garden hose from your 
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house, or most campgrounds have a filling station.  Make sure 

you fill with potable water at the campground and not the hose 

that is used to clean the dump area...sometimes these hoses are 

very close to each other.

If you get a site with partial hookups that usually means your site 

will have a spigot that you can connect a hose to.  There are spe-

cial white “low pressure” hoses that you should use in this in-

stance.  When you are not directly hooked up to a water source 

you will need to turn on your water pump inside the RV to get 

the water to flow out of the sink or to flush the toilet.  Also, with 

partial hookups, you will have an electrical tower.  Your RV will 

already have an electrical cord to plug into the tower.  Many tow-

ers have an option of 30 amp or 50 amp and if your RV has the 

50 amp plug it’s a good idea to carry an adapter in case you 

only have the 30 amp option.  If your cord is a 30 amp connec-

tion you will not need a 50 amp adapter.  To avoid those “duh” 

moments... make sure you flip the fuse switch to “ON” when 

you plug into the tower.  If you plan on visiting and staying out-

side someone’s house and want electricity from their house you 

will need a 20 amp adapter to be able to plug into an extension 

cord.

If you have full hookups this means your site has electricity, wa-

ter, and a sewer dump, which is nice so you don’t have to worry 

about filling up your black water tank (from the toilet) or grey wa-

ter tank (from the sinks).  When we vagabond, this tends to be 

our limiting factor in the number of days we can go without 

campsites or dumping stations.  When we get to a place with 

full hook ups it makes things much easier because you aren’t 

constantly managing how much is going into your holding 

tanks.  A couple helpful hints when it comes to holding tanks:  
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Each one has an independent lever to pull in order to dump and it 

keeps the tube cleaner if you dump the black and then let the 

gray wash things out; If you have full hook ups, it keeps the smell 

down if you keep your valves closed and just pull the lever once a 

day or even every other day so it allows the pressure to build up 

and then everything comes out at once. This also keeps the fumes 

from the actual dump from seeping up the hose into your RV.  

If all this sounds disgusting and overwhelming, I understand.  It’s 

kind of like having a newborn and changing gross diapers.  You 

just get over it because the reward of a new baby, or being able to 

travel to amazing locations in this case, is so worthwhile. 

You need propane to cook in an RV, so make sure you have 

enough before you hit the road (or have bought propane canisters 

for your cooktops).
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SETTING UP YOUR CAMPSITE

This sounds pretty basic, but I think Victor and I have had 

more arguments over where to park the RV (or set up the 

tent) than anything else in our marriage.  It’s so bad that now 

he just hands me the keys when we get there and says, “Put 

it where you want it.”  
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I have an internal level in my brain and can tell if the RV is the 

slightest bit slanted and it drives me crazy.  I’ve learned to adapt 

better to this imperfection, but I know for a lot of other women 

this could be very irritating.  First, make sure you carry leveling 

blocks (or wooden two by fours) so you can prop up any wheels 

to get the perfect equilibrium.  Many RV’s come with levels on 

the outside to help you get the bubble perfectly balanced in the 

middle.  Second, keep some perspective.  You are camping, so 

get outside and try to allow more imperfection and unpredict-

ability in your life.  It’s good for you!  

If your RV has slide outs, make sure you don’t extend them until 

your RV is level and the jacks are down (if you have them).

Most importantly, make sure set up is a team effort, especially if 

you have kids.  Once I have the RV perfectly balanced where I 

want it, my family knows it’s time to pitch in and get everything 

settled.  Victor always takes care of hooking up the electrical, wa-

ter, and sewer.  A few of the kids help me get our outdoor rug 

laid out and then start unpacking the under storage, while the 

other kids tidy the inside.  

Every time we drive, the inside takes a huge beating.  There are 

always dishes in the sink, piles of trash to throw away, and the 

floors are a mess.  My oldest son is great about getting that 

back in order so that I can cook, because, of course, everyone is 

starving the minute we get to a campground.

If you are tent camping, then setting up camp is a little more in-

volved.  For the five weeks we did this in Europe we became a 

perfectly well oiled machine.  Danny, Gabi, and Victor would 

find the most level spot that they thought mom would approve 

of and get the tent set up.  We didn’t carry a tarp to lie under 

the tent, but a lot of people do put one down first, then place 
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the tent on top.  As a general rule when you set up a tent, lay it 

out where you want it, pull the tent taunt and drive in the stakes, 

insert the poles and lift them into place.  (Make sure you have a 

small hammer to drive in your tent stakes.) 

Isabelle was in charge of blowing up the air mattresses, with the 

help (or hindrance) of the youngest, Tatiana.  I started on prepar-

ing a cooking area (and Jiraiya took care of fighting any imagi-

nary bad guys that may have been trying to infiltrate our camp-

ing domain). 

If you are tent camping you should bring earplugs and eye 

masks just in case there are noises or bright lights that make it 

hard for you to sleep.  Also having a low dose of Melatonin on 

hand is a good idea if you think you may have a hard time ad-

justing to a new time zone or different sleeping situation.  One 

glass of wine or a beer can do the same thing, however, too 

much alcohol often causes more sleep disturbances.

It’s nice to have a few empty plastic boxes to put shoes in out-

side and for miscellaneous gear.  We travel with a small table 

that we leave set up right outside the door and use it for making 

coffee and as a place to stack dishes, pots and pans, and other 

cooking equipment.  

You want to travel light enough that set up and take down don’t 

become overwhelming but still have enough stuff to feel com-

fortable.  You don’t need a huge diversity for entertainment.  

We travel with a hacky sack, a frisbee, playing cards, dominoes, 

and some journals to draw or write in.  That’s about it.  Keep it 

simple and travel as light as you can.
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CREATING A BUDGET & WAYS TO SAVE $
We would never be able to travel the amount we do without 

finding ways to travel within a budget.  Creating a budget can 

be tricky especially your first time because of so many variables.  

When you vacation, you typically think of eating out and doing 

excursions, both of which add up substantially.  

When we hit the road, we try to stick to our normal eating habits 

and find ways to get entertainment from activities that don’t 

cost much money.  That doesn’t mean we never eat out, we just 

try to emphasize buying whole foods from grocery stores or 

farmers markets as much possible. 
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This is a typical dinner we cooked 
in Norway. It took a bit of creativ-
ity and discipline shopping at the 
grocery stores, but it was worth it.

When you create your budget, your main categories of ex-

penses will be gas, food, campgrounds, and fun.  In order to 

not feel stressed out about money I try to over-budget a little 

so I can enjoy my trip better and if I come home with money 

it goes right into planning my next trip.

Food-  When we head out on a road trip, Trader Joe’s is al-

ways our first stop.  Knowing how much to buy and be able 

store is an art that has taken us a while to master.   We love to 

eat a lot of produce, but that takes up very valuable space in 

our tiny fridge.  We typically only buy enough veggies for the 

first few days and then try to buy produce along the way or 

use a cooler to keep extra produce cool if we will be “off 
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grid” for longer than that.  When we went through Colorado, 

we’d often find huge bags of locally grown spinach and greens 

for sale at the gas stations.

We stock up on as much meat as our freezer can hold and buy 

meats that take up less space such as 1 pound packs of ground 

beef instead of roasts, and chicken breasts instead of a whole 

chicken. What saves us the most though is having a lot of bak-

ing supplies (rice and almond flour, dates, chocolate chips, ap-

plesauce, almond milk, turbinado sugar, honey, and flax meal, 

which can be used to substitute for eggs) stored in the pantry.  I 

also keep a stick of butter saved in the freezer, this helps when I 

run low on supplies.  There have been many times when we 

have run out of the majority of our food and I rely on baking 

high protein cookies or gluten free breads to get us through the 

last day or two. 

We save a lot of money by only occasionally going out for 

drinks.  We buy beer and wine ahead of time so that it’s less 

tempting to go out for a drink when we are tired and thirsty af-

ter a long day hiking or climbing.

Gas- I love when I leave California for road trips because gas 

prices are so much cheaper everywhere else.  Keep that in mind 

depending on where you go.  I estimate my fuel expense first, 

by calculating how many gallons of fuel I will need based on the 

fuel efficiency of our RV (which is about 13 miles per gallon).  

You may not know the exact mpg of your vehicle, but you can 

estimate based on the type of vehicle (larger RV’s will be be-

tween 10 and 15 mpg, while lighter SUV’s might get 20 or more 

mpg’s).  Then multiply by the price of gas and increase it or de-

crease it according to where you are headed:  
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1000 miles/ 13 mgp = 77 gallons * $3.50 = $270.   I also use the 

Gas Buddy app to find the cheapest fuel prices while we are driv-

ing.  

Campgrounds- We mostly stay at state or national park camp-

grounds, which saves a lot of money.  After camping through 

Europe I’m so grateful that most American campgrounds charge 

per campsite and not per person (This is not the case at KOAs 

and some private campgrounds in the U.S.).  Most national park 

campgrounds will be about $20-30.  Oregon state campgrounds 

are also very affordable, $20-25, while being some of the nicest 

campgrounds we’ve been to.  Colorado and Utah have very rea-

sonable prices and have a lot of BLMs (see next section).  Wash-

ington state parks are a little pricier than Oregon, but they are 

still reasonable compared to hotels. Camping on the coast in 

California, even at state parks, will be pricier ($35 no hookups/

inland $50 no hookups/beachfront $50 partial hookups/

beachfront $70 full hookups).   

Fun-  This is where your budget can easily get out of control and 

you have to decide what your family feels is a reasonable 

amount to spend.  Companies do an amazing job marketing 

these days and it’s easy to get caught up in all the hype they put 

around certain forms of entertainment.  The reviews on Trip Advi-

sor really help me weigh out if an activity is worth the money.  I 

also decide based on if it’s a once in a lifetime opportunity or if 

I’ll have a chance to do it later.  There is a lot you can see and 

do without spending money, but there are a few things you 

won’t want to skip. If it’s a once in a lifetime experience, I encour-

age you to go for it. My road trips below highlight some of the 

things we have decided were worth spending on and give a lot 

of things to do that are free.  
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BLM & VAGABONDING

One of the ways we save A LOT of money while we road trip is 

by doing our version of what we call “vagabonding”.  Traveling 

by vagabonding is great for us when we are trying to cover a lot 

of distance and don’t want to waste money on a campground 

that we will only be at for the night. 

All this means is that, instead of getting a campsite at night, we 

just pull off at a rest area, Walmart, or safe place on the side of 

the road to sleep.  In some parts of the United States, the Bu-

reau of Land Management (BLM) has set aside land to camp on 

for free or for very little money.  Fewer WalMarts are allowing 

free camping these days so you may need to ask permission 

from the store manager.  Typically if there are a lot of other RVs 

parked there then it’s not a problem.  

Rest areas on major freeways are also a great options if you 

have an RV.  We have found them to be well lit and safe but al-

ways use your own judgement to asses the situation.

We use the All Stays app to find rest areas and BLMs on our 

route.  Keep in mind that BLMs don’t have many amenities (typi-

cally just a plot of dirt away from the road).  But when they are 
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on our route or near campgrounds that are full, they are very con-

venient (like near Capitol Reef, Utah).    

Victor will tell you that vagabonding can take some time to get 

used to and isn’t an option for everyone (and even I don’t recom-

mend it when you are first getting used to camping and road 

trips).

If you do decide to vagabond, here are 5 things I’m always manag-

ing in order to make it work for us.

1. Water. You can’t live without water so make sure you fill up your 

water before you leave a campground if you suspect you will be 

vagabonding.  Water adds a lot of weight to the vehicle, which 

means lower fuel economy, so I have a tendency to skimp and 

only fill our water 1/2 to 3/4 full.  For a family our size we go 

through about 1/4 a tank a day (and that is assuming I’m using 

a pot filled with hot water for my dishes and not running water).
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2. Grey and Black Holding Tanks. This limited us a lot in Europe 

because the tank for the toilet was so small.  In the States we 

can go about 3 days without needing to dump the holding 

tanks.  Tanks on trailers seem to be larger and therefore you 

can push the number of days you can go without dumping.

3. Food. A lot of the time if we are vagabonding we are in the 

wilderness or at least away from any big cities so I want to 

make sure I have a few days worth of food.

4. Electricity. Many RVs have generators, however, ours broke 

right when we moved into our RV and we haven’t fixed it yet.  

It’s not that hard when we are on a road trip to do without 

electricity hookups because we can charge electronic devices 

while driving and the coach has a battery that we use for 

lights at night (just don’t use them all for extended periods of 

time or you will run down your battery).  

5. Laundry. In Europe this was often what limited us the most 

was finding a place to wash clothes once a week because 

hand washing seven peoples clothes by hand wasn’t going to 

happen for me (even I have boundaries I won’t cross).  Find-

ing laundromats in the States is a bit easier but rarely neces-

sary on a short road trip, but on long road trips I do have to 

make sure I do laundry anytime we are in cities so we have 

clothes to wear if we decide to go “off-grid” for a few days or 

longer.

The cool thing is that once you get in the hang of managing 

these five things and do start camping out in the wilderness you 

will be amazed at the number of stars and how still the air gets.  

The experience is incredible.
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SAN DIEGO TO BIG SUR

3



If you love white sandy beaches, jagged coastlines, turquoise 

waters, and collecting seashells and beautifully polished stones, 

this is the trip for you.  This trip takes you along the California 

coastline and up the famous Highway 1.  As you head north, 

you will see the coastline go from warm beaches, to jagged 

rocks and wind swept sand dunes.  This trip is less active than 

the other road trips I’ve created and involves more exploring the 

cute towns that line the coast. You wont find any rock climbing 

on this trip, but you will have plenty of opportunities to stretch 

your legs walking along these beaches.  There are also some 

great hiking opportunities when you reach Big Sur.  You can test 

your paddling skills in the ocean, but you may want to pack a 

wetsuit, as the water temperature drops significantly once you 

reach Santa Barbara.  We took our time going up the coast and 

headed back a little faster.  You could easily combine a few of 

these destinations if you need to move at a quicker pace, or 

take your time and back track along Highway 1 for your return 

towards San Diego. Whichever way you choose, make time in 

your schedule to get to enjoy the campgrounds along the way.  

A lot of the enjoyment I had in this trip was staying at so many 

of the beachfront campgrounds.  The California State Parks are 

amazing and camping at the beach under the stars makes this a 

memorable experience.  There is so much you could see in all 

the cities that dot the coastline that you could get overwhelmed 

and exhausted trying to see it all so just pick a few things and 

take your time breathing in the cleansing ocean breeze.
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CAMPGROUND

For an active start to your road trip, ride your bike to Ocean Beach , 
following the signs along the bike path around Mission Bay and Sea 
World.  Don’t forget to grab a beer at Wonderland.  Time it so you 
can watch the sunset from the end of the OB Pier, which has by far 
the best sunsets in the San Diego Area.  Or choose to stop by Peo-
ple’s Organic Food Market and grab food for a picnic on the beach.  
Have a bonfire on Fiesta Island and watch the Sea World fireworks 
(summer nights at 9:50 p.m.).   

Take a yoga class at Spirit Yoga in Pacific Beach.  Learn to surf at 
Tourmaline Surf Park.  Try rock climbing at Mesa Rim Indoor Climbing 
Center.  Get food at the farmers market in Hillcrest (Sundays 9 a.m. 
to 2 p.m.).  Rent a surrey, walk, or bike the waterfront of Downtown 
or along Mission Beach.  Rent a boat or paddle boards and play in 
Mission Bay.  Go play on the playgrounds at Balboa Park and while 
you are there check out the museums and the San Diego Zoo.

We like that this campground is on Mission 
Bay and is centrally located to the beach, 
parks, restaurants, Sea World, San Diego 
Zoo, Gaslamp, & Little Italy.  With perfect 

weather and a great network of biking 
paths, it’s easy to make San Diego a great 

starting destination for your active road 
trip.  However, they don’t take tents or 

RVs over 15 years old, so if you are tent 
camping, then see our last destination on 

this road trip, San Elijo.

Starting Point: Mission Bay & San Diego Area

Mission Bay RV Park
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CAMPGROUND

San Diego to Dana Point: 65 miles

This cute beach town has lots to offer and the campground is lo-
cated next to the state park with a large grass area, volleyball 
courts, and a huge bay-like area of water that is safe for kids to 
play in.  The surf here is usually a gentle break and good place 
to learn to surf.  

There are stores and restaurants close by in Dana Point and the 
Harbor is within biking distance to grab a bite to eat.  You defi-
nitely want to stay at the campground, but it is a popular destina-
tion so book early.  If you bike or run, there is a nice path right 
from the campground.

Doheny State Beach

My favorite thing to do while
camping here is to hop on my
bike and ride ten minutes to 
the harbor to grab a cup of 

coffee or greens juice. It is also 
easily within walking distance.
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CAMPGROUND

Dana Point to Malibu: 100 miles
Just like Dana Point, this is a great location that makes you feel 
like you are away from the hustle and bustle of the city without 
going very far.  The campground is tucked under large sycamore 
trees in the Santa Monica mountains, which you can hike 
through right from your campsite.  

The campground itself is a bit larger so there is plenty of room 
for the kids to ride bikes around the campground.    It’s a short 
walk to get to the beach where you can swim, surf, windsurf, 
and explore tide pools and caves.  You aren’t close to many 
amenities, but there is a camp store for some supplies and food.

Want to add some 
culture to your active 

vacation?  Stop at 
The Getty along the 

way.

Leo Carrillo State Beach
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CAMPGROUND

Malibu to Santa Barbara: 80 miles
Santa Barbara has a lot to offer from upscale shopping to arti-
san shops.  Personally I like parking down by the water so I can 
walk, run, or bike along the Cabrillo Bike Path, which goes from 
East Beach to Stearns Wharf.   It’s easy to grab food or just wan-
der around Stearns Wharf.  

My favorite thing in Santa Barbara is to stop at Goleta Butterfly 
Preserve and see the thousands of monarch butterflies covering 
the eucalyptus trees here.  Both recommended campgrounds 
have access to playing on the beach, swimming, surfing, hiking, 
and biking, but like most California State Beaches, they fill up 
fast so make your reservations early.  

For another detour, 
check out the Danish influ-
enced town of Solvang.  
The area is popular for 

cycling and wine tasting.

Refugio State Beach or 
Gaviota State Beach
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CAMPGROUND

Santa Barbara to Cambria: 125 miles

San Simeon State Park

On the way up, stop at Morro Bay for lunch at one of the many 
fish and chip restaurants along the bay.  Then hit up The Brown 
Butter Cookie Co for dessert in Cayucos.  Cambria is another 
cute coastal town that can be explored in just a few hours.  
Moonstone beach is famous for it’s brightly polished stones.  In 
the town of Cambria there is a nice coffee shop, Cambria Coffee 
Roasting Co, or go beer tasting at Cambria Ale House.  

What we liked most about this area was camping at San Simeon.  
There are very few city lights nearby so on a clear night you can 
see so many stars!  If your budget allows, stop by Hearst Castle 
and pay to take the tour of this famous house.

When you leave San Simeon, 
stop at Piedras Blancas to see 
the rookery of elephant seals. 
Also keep an eye out for the 

herds of zebras roaming outside 
of Hearst Castle.  You can often 

see them from the Highway.
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CAMPGROUND

Cambria to Big Sur: 65 miles

Big Sur Campgrounds  
or Plaskett Creek

Sand Dollar beach is a beautiful crescent shaped beach that you 
can stop at on the way to Big Sur.  There is a nice campground 
here, Plaskett Creek, which is much more affordable than staying 
in Big Sur. It’s also a decent surf break.  Now it’s time to walk off 
all the food you ate getting here.  You must stop and hike Ewold-
son Trail at Julia Pfeiffer Burns State Park.  This is also where you 
can take the iconic picture of the McWay waterfall.  

Two of our other favorite hikes were Buzzard’s Roost and An-
drew Molera Loop.  We also liked hiking the Cypress Grove Trail 
at Point Lobos State Natural Reserve and saw day old seal pups 
when we were there!  The coffee and pastries at Big Sur Bakery 
are great and it’s fun to eat at the Big Sur Taphouse next door 
because they have a ton of board games to play while you enjoy 
your meal.

Set aside a few hours to walk 
through the fairytale town of 
Carmel-by-the-Sea and, if you 

like expensive cars, you will get 
to see plenty of them drive by 

here.
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CAMPGROUND

Big Sur to Santa Cruz: 70 miles

New Brighton State Beach or
Big Basin Redwoods State Park

If you have time to spare and want 
another great detour, go another 
hour north to Half Moon Bay.  The 
coastline gets even more wild and 
the campground sits right on the 

edge of a beautiful stretch of sandy 
beach.

I like staying at New Brighton because you are close to Capi-
tola.  This little town has many cute shops and great restaurants.    
There’s also a surfing museum you can check out there.  If you 
don’t get enough surf vibe here, then head down to Steamer 
Lane and surf the iconic break.  While in Santa Cruz, you have 
to visit the Mystery Spot.  It was one of my kids’ favorites!  There 

is also the Santa Cruz Boardwalk and Wharf, but be prepared 
to spend money and tolerate crowds.  Getting just a few minutes 
out of the city will bring you to some beautiful hiking trails near 
Little or Big Basin Redwoods State Park, which we have also 
camped at and enjoyed a lot.
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Santa Cruz to Pismo: 175 miles

Pismo State Beach

Pismo beach is one of those places that really surprised me.  A 
lot of what I loved about here started with the great campground 
that had spacious sites, great roads for skateboarding, beautiful 
sand dunes that block the wind from the campground, and the 
butterfly garden next to it.  

If you get to the campground early, they give you a free pass to 
drive onto Oceano State Beach (and how often do you get to 
drive on the beach right up to the ocean?).  If you want more ad-
venture you can rent dune buggies or quads and go explore the 
sand dunes.  We had our surfboards and caught some waves, 
but be prepared for cold water.  I also enjoyed riding my bike on 
the sand up to the shops by the pier.

Stop for lunch in San 
Luis Obispo and take a 
photo in front of bubble 
gum alley or check out 
the Madonna Hotel.
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CAMPGROUND

Pismo to Carpinteria: 100 miles

Carpinteria State Beach

Hopefully you aren’t sick of beachfront campsites yet be-
cause Carpinteria is one of the best.  It’s right on the beach.  
You can surf here, but it is a shallow beach break.  If you 
want good surf, then drive south ten minutes and surf Rincon 
AKA The Queen (be ready for crowds though).  

I love how easy life is from this campground.  There is a 
great brewery, many cafes, and a wonderful farmers market 
all within walking distance. If you’re a chocolate lover, stop 
at Chocolats Du Calibressan on the way there.

This detour is a little 
more out of the way, 
but we visited Ojai 
on our way from 

Carpinteria back to 
San Diego.
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CAMPGROUND

Carpinteria to Cardiff: 185 miles

San Elijo State Beach

Welcome to my home.  We try to live at San Elijo as often as 
possible.  This campground is why I can’t break down and go 
get a house.  I love it here, even the train that runs though the 
night (wear earplugs if you tent camp) fills me with joy and hap-
piness.  The surfing vibe is strong here and permeates into every-
thing you do.  The break is one of the best and if you don’t surf 
it is still a great place to learn.  

There are so many great options for food right across the street 
including my favorites: VeeGees donuts; Sambazon, for açaí 
bowls; Lost Abbey brewery; New York style pizza at Best Pizza 
& Brew; and Seaside Market, a health food store.  I love the 
yoga studio, Vinyasa Arts, that is also across the street.  With 
days filled with surfing, eating, yoga, and cold brews, how could 
you not love it here!

Check out Encinitas 
for other great stores, 

surf shops, and res-
taurants just a few 

minutes north.  
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Check before to make sure Highway 1 
between San Simeon and Big Sur is 
open.  When I printed this map, the road 
was closed due to mudslides.



REDWOODS & THE LOST COAST 
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Forests, Oceans, Solitude and History.  This road trip provides a 

lot of diversity.  It starts in Sacramento and San Francisco where 

you can do as many museums, excursions, and dining experi-

ences as your budget allows.  

Then quickly escape the hustle and bustle of busy cities and im-

merse yourself into nature with towering redwoods and un-

spoiled beaches. 

From the tule elks and harbor seals in Point Reyes, to the star-

fish and tide pools of the Lost Coast, this stretch of coastline pro-

vides a feast to the senses.  

On your return to civilization, you will find “off the beaten path” 

adventures like swinging into lakes and following railroad tracks. 

This road trip has a few great destinations but requires some 

long stretches of driving in between them.  Remember my rule 

about needing 1 day in an area for every 100 miles you drive.  

Since half of this road trip is on Highway 1, I’d recommend stay-

ing few days extra days in Point Reyes, Mendocino, and the Red-

woods to give yourself a chance to recover from the slow 

coastal drive and to give you time to fully explore the areas.  

This trip finishes off in the Mount Shasta area.  This is the place 

I’d road trip to as a kid a lot.  It’s not a place you’d find in most 

travel magazines, but it has a lot of fun things to do in the great 

outdoors so try to give yourself a few days here also.
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CAMPGROUND

Starting Point: Sacramento
No trip to Sacramento is complete without walking around Old 
Sac.  Check out the train museum and get your fill of salt water 
taffy.  Sacramento has nice running paths that go through beau-
tiful parks covered with broad leaf trees.  Every time I run there 
I am amazed by the number of houses with tree swings in their 
front yard.  

Even though it is not as known for it’s food and wine like nearby 
San Francisco, Sacramento has some great coffee houses, gas-
tropubs, and an ice cream store named, Gunther’s Ice Cream, 
that has been there since 1940.  
Stock up for your trip as there won’t be as many shops near 
Olema and stopping in San Francisco can be harder to find 
parking.

Sac West RV Campground

On your way to San 
Francisco, make sure to 
stop at the Jelly Belly 

factory in Fairfield and 
take the free tour.
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CAMPGROUND

Sacramento to San Francisco:  90 miles
This iconic city has so much to offer depending on how much 
you want to spend.  Make it active and walk to your favorite 
destinations like Ghiradelli square, Little Italy and China Town.  
Walk the steps up to Coit tower.  If you want to see Alcatraz, 
make sure to book your tickets ahead of time.  

Once you’ve had enough of the city, head across the bridge 
and spend a second day exploring Mount Tamalpais.  The road 
to the top is beautiful and there are hiking trails as well as a 
nice area to rock climb.  When in San Francisco, pick up stuff 
for a picnic and take it to Muir Beach or Stinson Beach.  Finish 
off your day grabbing a pint at Lagunitas in Petaluma.

San Francisco North/Petaluma KOA 
or San Francisco RV Resort

Make time to stop at a farmers 
market in Marin County,the area 
just north of San Francisco.  It is 

known for it’s great food.
Parking hint:  When you go to San 
Francisco, go early and try to park 

by the Embarcadero.
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San Francisco to Point Reyes: 40 miles
This was one of the first destinations we went to when we first 
got a motorhome.  We camped near Olema and walked to 
Bear Valley Visitor Center, which my kids loved, and hiked the 
short nature trail there.  There are 80 miles of shoreline in the 
area and so many beaches to explore so you will probably 
want a few days here.  

I recommend taking the bumpy road past the numerous dairy 
farms out to Tomales Point Trailhead and do a short hike down 
to the beach.  Keep your eyes open for a herd of tule elk often 
seen on the side of the road here.  Another popular thing to do 
here is to visit the lighthouse where you can see the elephant 
seals during the winter.  

There aren’t many campgrounds 
near San Francisco, especially ca-
tering to RVs.  If you are following 
this road trip, my recommendation 

would be to just spend a day in 
San Francisco and push onto 

Olema (it’s only a 30 minute drive 
from Petaluma) to camp.

Olema Campground
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CAMPGROUND

Point Reyes to Mendocino: 140 miles
Every time we have drove past this area, we have been in a vehi-
cle that was too long to drive this part of Highway 1 so this spot 
is still on my radar to hit.  I’ve been told surfing the Lost Coast 
here is amazing if you can get over the cold water and fear of 
great whites.  The beaches near Mendocino are great for beach 
combing and for kids to play at.   

Hiking in Russian Gulch State Park and Pygmy Forest in Van 
Damme looks incredible.  The Skunk Train has also been some-
thing we’ve wanted to do here.  And if the weather isn’t cooper-
ating there is a huge indoor recreation center with skating and 
swimming.  If you need some pampering after all this activity, 
there are a lot of nice spas here.

If you stay on Highway One, 
there is a cool old Russian settle-
ment, Fort Ross, near Jenner that 
I’ve wanted to take the kids to.  
Keep in mind it is a long slow 

drive up the coast though.

Mendocino Campground  
or Caspar Beach RV Park
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CAMPGROUND

Mendocino to Redwoods: 230 miles
No trip though California is complete without seeing a Red-
wood Forest.  On the drive up, take the detour along the Ave-
nue of the Giants.  It is a road right off the Highway 101 that 
winds though a large section of redwoods.  Make sure you 
check out the Stout Memorial Grove when you get to Jedediah.  

The highlight of this area, for our family, was hiking the trail 
right by the Jedediah campground.  It is the location where they 
filmed the part in “Star Wars: Return of the Jedi” in the Ewok 
Forest.  If you have a vehicle that can drive the dirt Howland 
Hill Road, this area it’s pretty amazing too. 

Jedediah Smith Campground 

The drive from Mendocino to Jede-
diah is a very long drive so break-
ing it up with a stop at the Hum-

boldt  Redwoods would be a good 
idea.  Bring food with you to have 
a picnic under the giant redwoods 
or hike the easy Childrens’ Forest 

Trail near Myers Flat.
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CAMPGROUND

Redwoods to Mount Shasta: 190 miles
As you head towards Grants Pass you can stop at Great Cats 
World Park or detour to Oregon Caves National Monument & 
Preserve if you want to add a little science to your trip.  Ashland 
is a cute hippie town that makes a nice stop for half a day.   You 
have to drink some of the water from the fountain in the center 
of town (it’s actually disgusting but good for you).  We had fun 
playing at the playground in the middle of town.  

When you get down to Mount Shasta there is tons of hiking.  
You can stay at the resort campground on the lake or just stop 
by the lake and play on the rope swing, then camp 15 minutes 
down the road near Dunsmuir.  There is also rock climbing and 
hiking at Castle Crags.

Lake Siskiyou Resort

If you want to explore some 
of the Oregon coastline, go 
up to Harris Beach.  There 
is a nice campground there 
next to the beach with hay-
stacks and tide pools to ex-

plore.
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CAMPGROUND

Mount Shasta to Sacramento: 220 miles
One of the most popular things to do in Dunsmuir is to hike to 
Mossbrae Falls (it does require a bit of trespassing so it’s up to 
you, but a lot of people do it...Google it).  If you would rather 
not take a risk, there is a short hike at the north end of town that 
takes you to Hedge Creek Fall.  Walk through downtown 
Dunsmuir and take in the small town feel.  

Make sure to drink the water from the fountains around town, 
it’s the best water I’ve ever tasted!  My favorite thing to do in 
Dunsmuir is float in inner tubes down the river.  Just ask a local 
to make sure the water level of the river is good for tubing.

If you want a fun conclusion 
to your trip, rent a boat and 
spend the day tubing and 
wake boarding on Lake 

Shasta.  Playing on this lake 
is well worth the money! 

Castle Creek Campground
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Green, meet, Rock.  This road trip encompasses everything that 

I love about Oregon.  Moss filled forests, sparkling rivers and 

lakes, rumbling waterfalls, locally grown food, and massive walls 

of limestone.  Add in the fact that almost everyone I’ve met on 

my travels through Oregon is super nice.  It’s hard to go wrong if 

you choose this road trip.  

Every time I travel though Oregon in the summer, there are 

blackberries ripe for picking on the trails and in the camp-

grounds!  Oregon State Parks are well kept and most impor-

tantly, very affordable.  

Spend a little more money on high quality, locally grown food 

from farmers markets and roadside stands and you will be 

amazed at how great your body feels on this trip.

The beaches along the coast are beautiful and there are plenty 

of towns to explore along Highway 101.  But, you have to make 

time to hike in the Columbia River Gorge and find room in your 

budget to hire a climbing guide at Smith Rock (unless you climb 

on your own).  These two experiences will give your family 

memories that will last a lifetime.  

There are other “off the beaten path” things to do on this trip, 

such as having a bonfire on the beach in Lincoln City, sipping 

chocolate and petting baby lion cubs in Bandon, and holding ba-

nana slugs in Coos Bay.  

To get the best weather, I recommend doing this trip in late Sum-

mer or early Fall.  
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CAMPGROUND

Starting Point: Portland
There are way too many things you can do in Portland to list 

them all here, but these are a few of our favorites.  One of the 

best things about Portland is the abundance of organic and 

good sourced food.  Find a farmers market to stock up at and if 

you can time it right, go to the big Farmers Market on Saturday 

in downtown (by Portland State University), it’s fantastic!  

While you are downtown, go to Powell’s Books and pick up 

something to read for while you are lying in your hammock on 

this trip.  A trip to downtown Portland wouldn’t be complete 

without sampling some food from the Food Trucks.  If you want 

to warm up your legs for hiking, take a stroll through Forest Park 

(mountain biking is also great here).  

Sauvie Cove RV Park

While in Portland, camp on Sauvie Is-
land and try out one of the many U-
Pick Farms.  We picked a wagon full 
of peaches as well as blueberries, 
raspberries, and loads of veggies.  
Check out the Japanese Garden in 

Washington Park.  Grab a beer and 
burger at Mississippi Studios.
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Portland to Columbia River Gorge: 225 miles
This area is one of my favorites.  The 30 miles east of Portland is 

a forest filled with beautiful trails and powerful waterfalls.  You 

can do the tourist thing and stop off to take pictures of Multno-

mah Falls, but we always opt for the less popular, 4 mile round 

trip hike to Punchbowl Falls via Eagle Creek Trail instead.  We 

always bring our bathing suits so that we can take a quick dip in 

the refreshing (read “freezing”) pool of water at the base of the 

fall.  

If you can grab a campsite at the campground below you will be 

able to sit and watch gorgeous sunsets over the Columbia River 

and if you are there around August, your campsite may be over-

flowing with ripe blackberries.  If you don’t get enough hiking at 

Punchbowl Falls, you can go into the town of Cascade Falls and 

hike part of the famous PCT (Pacific Crest Trail) and take a photo 

by the Bridge of the Gods.

There are a few great 
restaurants in Hood 

River to grab dinner. Or 
test your skills at kite surf-
ing by signing up for a 

lesson in town.

Viento State Park 
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Columbia River Gorge to Trillium Lake: 225 miles

There is a great climbing area, called 
French’s Dome, that is only a twenty 
minute detour and has a super short 
approach.  It has a couple nice easy 

routes (5.6 - 5.8) as well as some 
more challenging routes.  It’s a great 
area to bring kids to climb and is a 
good warm up before you get to 

Smith Rock!

Trillium Lake is a great stop to get rest and relaxation and discon-

nect from city life.  The lake itself is small and doesn’t allow mo-

torized boats, but you can swim in the lake, rent kayaks/canoes, 

or walk the two mile loop that goes around the lake.  Make sure 

you have firewood because the campsites have fire rings and 

star gazing is especially great from this location.  

This is also a great fishing lake.  There aren’t many resources 

here, so make sure you are stocked up before going up Mount 

Hood.  If you like wine, there are many wineries on the drive 

from the town of Hood River to Trillium Lake.

Trillium Lake Campground
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Trillium Lake to Smith Rock: 225 miles
Smith Rock is a mecca for rock climbing, but don’t let that intimi-

date you.  There are a lot of routes to choose from and tons of 

easy climbs if you are just starting out.  There are plenty of guid-

ing services in the area so if you aren’t confident climbing on 

your own I highly recommend using this location as a place to 

try out the sport.  There is also bouldering here. 

Even if you don’t climb, there are great trails and the scenery 

here really is striking with the large rock formations and the 

beautiful blue river running through it with the green trees sur-

rounding the water.  After a long day hiking and climbing there 

is a popular restaurant ten minutes down the road, called Terre-

bonne Depot, that was good. 

Detour:  Head south twenty 
minutes to Bend.  We love 

walking along the river here, 
getting gelato at Bonta, and  
trying out the numerous brew-

eries in town.

Skull Hollow Campground 
or Tumalo State Park
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Smith Rock to Sisters: 225 miles
Think, hipster meets rodeo.  That’s what this tiny town is like.  

This is one of those towns that we stumbled upon and got stuck 

for a few extra days.  For starters, the campground is right in 

town, which always makes if fun to be able to wake up and 

walk to get coffee, or walk to dinner at night.  

I love the small town feel and you can sense the community 

pride as you walk around.  There are a lot of well marked moun-

tain biking trails for all levels.  We used this as a place to get 

some down time and relax.  There was a nice yoga studio in 

town called Love. Life. Yoga.  

About an hour west of Sis-
ters is one of the most beau-
tiful waterfall hikes we have 
been on called Sahalie and 
Koosah Falls.  It’s an easy 
2.6 mile loop through old 

growth forest. 

Sisters Creekside Campground
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Sisters to Coos Bay: 225 miles
Coos Bay is an ecological wonderland and there is a nice camp-

ground that sits in the middle of it.  There are hiking trails, 

beaches, and whale watching. You can hike right from the 

campground through pristine coastal forest to Shore Acres and 

Cape Arago State Park.  You will get incredible ocean views 

along the way.  

Cape Arago is a wonderful place for whale watching year 

round, but especially great in the winter.  The nature centers do 

a great job of engaging kids and having interactive presenta-

tions.  There’s a nice bay for kids to play in right across the 

street from the campground.

 We absolutely loved Bandon!  Besides  
combing the beach for unique and beau-
tiful seashells, the store Coastal Mist has 
the most amazing chocolate!  And you 
have to stop at West Coast Game Park 
Safari where we got to pet a baby lion, 

tiger, and bear as well as see many 
other animals up close.

Sunset Bay State Park
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Coos Bay to Cannon Beach: 225 miles
Driving highway 101 can be slow so account for this on the way 

and you may want to break up the drive by stopping off in Lin-

coln City, where you can tour glass blowing or have a bonfire 

on the beach.  We love Cannon Beach and not just because it is 

one of the ten most beautiful beaches on the west coast.  We 

love it’s quaint downtown area, it’s great food, and it’s laid 

back vibe.  

Make sure to check out Hay Stack Rock and go tide pooling for 

sticky anemone.  We love the bread at Sea Level Bakery, the cof-

fee at Sleepy Monk Coffee Roasters, the crepes at Crepe Nep-

tune, and the specialty foods at EVOO, where you can even 

sign up for cooking lessons.  If you have time, head up to Sea-

side Beach and catch some waves or go for a run and get dis-

tracted picking all the blackberries that grow along the road!

Staying a few nights at Fort 
Stevens will give you a little 

rest and relaxation to finish off 
your road trip.  This huge 
campground has miles of 

paths for running and biking 
as well as nice beaches to 

play at during the day.

Fort Stevens State Park
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THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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This road trip is centered around food and forests.  If you love 

quality food, you will love all the eating experiences in the Pa-

cific Northwest.  My family still talks about the amazing soup we 

had at a farmers market in Bellingham.  Getting quality produce 

from road side stands makes eating healthy very easy on this 

trip.  

If you are there in the summer, you will find wild blueberries and 

blackberries growing along the hiking trails.  Or, stop by the 

blueberry farms and see the delight on your kids faces when 

you buy a wooden flat of blueberries and let them eat to their 

hearts content.

Driving through the scenic forests of Mount Rainer, the Cas-

cades, Olympic National Park, and Deception Pass and getting 

to be in the presence of so much raw beauty will fill you with 

awe.

Make sure you bring good hiking shoes because making this an 

active holiday will be no problem since there will be an over-

whelming number of trails to choose from in all of these forests.  

If your feet need a break from the trail, try out your climbing 

skills in Leavenworth or near Deception Pass, where the climb-

ing area of Mount Erie will give you panoramic views of the San 

Juan Islands.

If you don’t get your ocean fix on the ferry ride from Deception 

Pass to Port Townsend, head over to the San Juan Islands and 

maybe you’ll get lucky and see a pod of orcas swim by.

You’ll also get to explore the beautiful beaches of Kalaloch with 

this road trip.  We loved this area and the efforts they are mak-

ing to preserve nature.  
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Starting Point: Seattle
We didn’t see nearly enough of this city.  We did however, take 

a unique tour called Seattle Underground that gave us a history 

lesson into how Seattle was originally built and then rebuilt on 

top of the first level after a fire wiped out most of the mining 

town.  

No trip to Seattle would be complete without walking through 

Pikes Place and taking a picture of the original Starbucks. We 

visited nice beaches in the area and enjoyed ferry trips to 

nearby islands.  

When we were in the Seattle 
area, we stayed with friends 
in the small nearby town of 

Snohomish, which was quaint 
and worth stopping in for a 

day.
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Seattle to Mount Rainer: 65 miles
Did I mention that I love national parks?  This one is one of the 

best.  It feels very wild and raw still here.  In fact, on one of our 

hikes, a baby deer and mom walked right up to us.  The short 

popular trails are beautiful and taking pictures of Mount Rainer 

from the visitor center is nice, but if you can get on the longer 

trails, you will be amazed with the tranquility and solitude you 

can find.  Like other national parks, the ranger programs are fan-

tastic and your kids will love the Junior Ranger presentations.  

Make sure you pick up a Junior Ranger booklet at the visitor cen-

ter when you arrive.  The visitor center has a great movie on vol-

canoes and geology.

The very popular Wonderland 
Trail is a 93 miles long backpack-
ing trail that encircles Mount Rain-
ier and draws hundreds of hikers 
every year.  Don’t worry if back-
packing isn’t your thing, there 
are many beautiful day hikes all 
over the park.

Cougar Rock  
(inside Mt Rainer NP)
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Mount Rainier to Snoqualmie to Leavenworth: 
Leavenworth, known for its Bavarian charm and Northwest Per-

sonality, and the Cascades, are two places we haven’t made it to 

yet because there is so much to do in these two areas that we 

needed more time to make it worthwhile, but they are on our 

bucket list for this year’s trip through Washington. When I first 

read that there are so many trails near Leavenworth that you can 

hike every day of the year and not see the same thing twice, I 

was excited to visit.  This town is an outdoor enthusiasts fantasy 

due to the abundance of rock climbing, biking, mountain biking, 

paddle boarding, kayaking, river tubing and much more (and 

that’s just in the summer).  The icing on the cake is that after 

spending a few weeks in Germany, I’m also motivated to visit for 

the fact that I can get German beer and brats here too.  

Detour to Washington State’s 
most popular scenic attrac-
tion, Snoqualmie Falls.  The 
268 foot waterfall and the 
short 0.7 mile interpretive 
hike is another good pit stop 
on your road trip.

Lake Wenatchee or 
Okanogan-Wenatchee
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Leavenworth to North Cascades: 180 miles
I loved Glacier National Park, so when a ranger there told me 

that she liked North Cascades even more because there were 

more glaciers here, I had a hard time believing her.  She was 

right though.  With over 300 glaciers and countless snowfields, 

the North Cascades has more glaciers than anywhere in the 

U.S. outside of Alaska.  

Between the hundreds of miles of hiking trails; power boating, 

kayaking, and canoeing on Lake Ross; bouldering and sport 

climbing in Skagit Gorge; mountain biking in Methow Valley; 

and road biking on North Cascades Highway, squeezing in eve-

rything you want to do will be the biggest challenge here.

Take a detour up to Belling-
ham and visit their farmers 
market.  It was one of our 
all time favorites and all the 
food in the area is great.

Okanogen-Wenachee Camping 
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North Cascades to Deception Pass: 70 miles

First, stop in Anacortes to take the ferry to the San Juan islands.  

We saw orcas on San Juan Island (not Orca Island), which was 

very exciting!  You do have to be patient though because you 

never know when the pods will swim by.  The lighthouse has a 

lot of information on the pods that live in the area.  If you go, 

bring binoculars to help see the whales better.  While in Ana-

cortes we also enjoyed climbing at Mount Erie.  Deception Pass 

is a wonderful area of driftwood beaches and hiking trails.  

Deception Pass

There is a really nice campground at 
Washington Park, on the west end of 
Fidalgo Island, just a few miles from 
the Anacortes Ferry Port.  It has a 
great 2 mile biking/running trail 
through forested hills and sits next to 
a beautiful beach full of driftwood 
and views of the San Juan Islands.
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Deception Pass to Fairholme (ONP): 100 miles +ferry to Port Townshend

Heart O’ the Hills  
(first come first serve)

Olympic National Park consists of nearly a million acres spread 

out over four different regions and is made up of several very 

different ecosystems.  The first one you will come to on this road 

trip is Hurricane Ridge, which is known for it’s wildflowers.  It is 

just a few miles south of Port Angeles.  

It is a popular backpacking destination and has numerous day 

hiking trails to subalpine lakes and valleys, many of which are 

easy to moderate and can make a nice way to spend a day.  Al-

though you could stay longer, I’d recommend just making a nice 

day out of it and then moving on.

Port Townsend and Port 
Angeles have really 
good farmers markets 
and na t u ra l f ood s 
stores.
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Fairholme to La Push: 40 miles

Second Beach, Olympic National 
Park get permit here

The next area, Lake Crescent, was a good stopping point for us 

to have a picnic and hike the popular trail through old growth 

forest to Maryere Falls.  Being less than one mile each way, it 

was a nice leg stretcher, but if you want something more, the 

Spruce Railroad trail is a popular route.   If you feel brave (& 

hot after hiking), jump off the dock and swim in the cold lake.  

There is a campground nearby at Fairholme, which is a good op-

tion because Second Beach can get crowded.  The third area is 

right next to Forks and La Push, which is an Indian reservation 

popularized by the book/movie Twilight. The coastline here is a 

unique combination of fauna and beach, with forested trails and 

haystack beaches great for tide pooling.

A popular thing to do here is to 
camp overnight at Second Beach.  
It’s a short 0.7 mile hike in from 
the parking lot.  Make sure to get 
a wilderness camping permit, pack 
plenty of potable water, a bear 
canister, and to choose a spot 
above where high tide will rise to.  

https://www.nps.gov/olym/planyourvisit/wilderness-permits.htm
https://www.nps.gov/olym/planyourvisit/wilderness-permits.htm
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La Push to Hoh Rainforest to Kalaloch: 85 miles

Kalaloch Campground

These next three areas of Olympic National Park are beautiful.  

First stop at Hoh Rainforest and see how incredible this temper-

ate rain forest is.  With 12-14 feet of rain a year, you will see elk 

grazing through a dense understory of mosses and ferns that 

cover the forest floor and epiphytes draping off the branches of 

maple trees like tendrils.  There are two easy hikes from the visi-

tor center, Hall of Mosses and the Spruce Nature Trail that were 

very educational for the kids (and me). Once you get to Kala-

loch you will be able to spend your days combing the beaches 

and searching for sea life in the tide pools.  While enjoying 

these pristine beaches, keep an eye out for marine wildlife such 

as dolphins, whales, otters, and seals that live in this protected 

environment.

When you leave Kalaloch, stop by 
the Quinault area and drive the 
scenic loop or hike one of the 
many hikes in the area.  We en-
joyed the Kestner Homestead and 
Maple Glade loop.  Keep an eye 
out for the many elk that are pro-
tected here.
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I love the Pacific Northwest, but road tripping through Colorado 

is one of the best if you want an active vacation.  The moun-

tains, valleys, rivers, and lakes lend themselves to so many op-

tions you could spend a very long time here as long as the 

weather cooperates.  The first time I hiked in Colorado it started 

off sunny, then hailed really hard for five minutes, then rained 

and lightning for thirty, and by the end of an hour it was sunny 

again.  The ranger told me there was a saying in Colorado, “If 

you don’t like the weather, wait fifteen minutes.”  It felt like 

there was always lightning somewhere in the distance (and 

sometimes closer than comfort).   

Between the Rockies and the Colorado River, there is always 

beauty around you.  Hiking is a no brainer since there is a hiking 

trail in every direction you look.  Biking is easy with long road 

biking trails that go on for miles and the same for mountain bik-

ing options.  Kayaking and white water rafting options abound.  

But what draws me back to Colorado is the sport climbing.  

There were three great places that we found on our last road 

trip through Colorado that I go into more detail about in a blog 

on our nomadswithapurpose.com website.  

When we were in Colorado we were just learning how to lead 

climb so when we found places with low level climbs and great 

views we were in heaven.  

Rocky Mountain National Park is a must on anyone’s itinerary 

through Colorado, but don’t stop there.  Colorado has other 

great National Parks and Monuments that deserve time in the 

agenda.  

I don’t like backtracking when I’m on a road trip so I made this 

itinerary a full loop even though there is a lot less to do from Ou-

ray back to Colorado Springs.  Sometimes I find it nice to hit a 

lot of great places close together and then just suck it up and 

drive six hours to get back.

If you don’t like having to drive so far, you can definitely take the 

option of back tracking or drive back on Highway 50.  There are 

a lot of campgrounds along the way and great white water raft-

ing near Salida.
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CAMPGROUND

Starting Point: Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs has so many outdoor options it would be im-

possible to list them all.  In my opinion though, there is one you 

must do and that is The Manitou Incline.  Yes it does climb verti-

cal for one mile, but the views and bragging rights are so worth 

it.  While you are there you can explore the town of Manitou 

Springs or the mining town of Cripple Creek.  If you want more 

of a challenge, you can hike 13 miles to the top of Pike’s Peak, 

taking a rest at Barr Camp halfway up to eat or sleep.  

If you need a day of rest, just pay to take the cog train to the 

top of Pike’s Peak.  For a slightly easier hike, try Cheyenne 

Mountain.  One of my favorite hikes was Mount Herman just 

north of Colorado Springs.   Make sure you check out Garden 

of the Gods too (which has hiking and Sandstone climbing).  

Colorado Springs has all your shopping needs so set aside time 

to stock up before you hit the mountains.   

There aren’t a lot of camping op-
tions between Colorado Springs 
and Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  If you plan on camping in 
RMNP then I would recommend 
finding a campground with full 
hook ups either in Colorado 
Springs or on the way up to RMNP 
since the campgrounds in the park 
will be dry camping.

Garden of the Gods
*we stayed with friends in The Springs so I 

cannot vouch for this campground



CAMPGROUND

Colorado Springs to Rocky Mountain National Park: 180 miles

Any campground in the park is great 
(we stayed at Moraine and loved it)

You have to stop in Boulder on your 
way and hike the Flat Irons.  We hap-
pened to be there on a Saturday and 
I think the entire town of Boulder 
hikes these on the weekend and right-
fully so.  They are unique.   The hike 
up is strenuous, but the views are 
worth it.  The actual flat irons look 
fun to climb, however they are trad 
so bring the right gear or hire a 
guide.

Again, the national park system doesn’t disappoint.  You will 
be amazed with the wildlife, crystal clear waters, and snow 
capped mountains here.  We happen to be here the week 
before it got crowded and lucked out with getting a camp-
site in the park.  The views from the campground are incredi-
ble and staying in the national park feels like you are in 
touch with nature much more than the campgrounds in Estes 
Park and makes it faster to get around on the shuttle busses.  

We enjoyed the easy hike to Alberta Falls.  Or continue on 
and hike all the way to Mills Lake and Glacier Gorge (there 
was too much snow for us to get there).  When you leave 
RMNP you will be going across the Trail Ridge Road.  This 
pass has gorgeous views of the valley and is often covered 
in snow (even in the summer).  On the descent down High-
way 34 towards Granby, keep on the lookout for moose on 
the side of the road.  



CAMPGROUND

Rocky Mountain to Breckenridge (via St Mary’s Glacier): 140 miles
Breckenridge is a hippie ski town, which is quite paradoxical, 

but here it totally works.   Our wallet didn’t support staying here 

long, but if you have some cushion in your budget there are 

great shops and restaurants here.  My suggestion would be to 

save some money by cooking your own food in RMNP so you 

can splurge a little here.  One of our favorite treats to get while 

traveling are crepes and Crepes A La Carte was delicious.  

We stopped and hiked the short easy trail to Rainbow Lake in 

Frisco and enjoyed both the nature and the cuteness of this tiny 

town outside of Breckenridge.  On the way to Breckenridge, 

make sure you stop at St. Mary’s Glacier, it is beautiful.  You 

can also stop in Georgetown to see the railroad, or add a day 

and hike in Guanella Pass (check road conditions first if you are 

in an RV).

There are many options around Dillon 
Reserve just west of Frisco.

The area near Frisco and Dillion Re-
serve has a lot of shoppng and gro-
cery stores so its a good spot to 
stock up on supplies again.  If you 
want to save money there is a nice 
rest stop at Vail Pass that is only 12 
miles east of Frisco on Interstate 
70.
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Breckenridge to Glenwood Springs: 100 
Glenwood Springs became one of our favorite destinations be-

cause of the unique climbing area we discovered here, but even 

if you don’t climb, there is a ton of mountain biking and hiking, 

as well as a great bike path that runs along the Colorado River 

for 20+ miles.  Hanging Lakes is a popular trail, which we had 

opted out of doing because of the crowds and instead did Griz-

zly Trails. However, I recommend making time to do Hanging 

Lakes. From the pictures it looks amazing! 

This hike runs along a roaring creek in a beautiful setting, but it is 
very long so we chose to just hike it an hour and then turn back.  
The Hot Springs pool is popular to do and there is also a large 
Community Center with a lot of recreational options if the 
weather isn’t cooperating.  Regardless which activity you choose, 
you have to go to Glenwood Brewery and try their homemade 
root beer (their beer is pretty good too) and kids get a free fris-
bee with their meals.

If you still didn’t get enough hiking, 
biking, and climbing, then head 
south thirty minutes to Carbondale.  
You can also rent bikes from Glen-
wood Springs and ride to Carbon-
dale and then take the bus back.

Ami’s Acres Campgrounds



CAMPGROUND

Glenwood Springs to Colorado National Monument: 100 miles
If you are like me and don’t like crowds but love nature, this 

place is a must.  It’s a small park compared to RMNP, but there 

are great trails, a lot of wildlife to see, and a very informative 

visitor center.  We enjoyed three hikes while here.  I’m con-

vinced the first, Canyon Rim Trail, would never fly in California.  

As it’s name describes, it’s a trail around the canyon with some 

very sheer vertical drops.  

The path is wide so you don’t have to get close to the edge and 

there are a few view points with guardrails, where you can test 

your fear of heights (do it...the view is superb).  The short and 

easy Alcove Nature Trail is very educational.  My personal fa-

vorite was Devil’s Kitchen Trail.  Try to set aside one night to 

camp in the park and try to get a site that overlooks the valley 

and Fruita.  There are very few lights up here so if you get a 

clear night the star gazing is spectacular.

Make sure you drive the entire Rim 

Rock drive which means if you are 

coming from Glenwood Springs you 

would want to enter the park from the 

Grand Junction side (& do Devil’s 

Kitchen hike first).  Hint: If you want a 

campsite get there early since it is 

first-come-first-serve.

Colorado National Monument



CAMPGROUND

Colorado National Monument to Ouray: 
I like Ouray so much I wrote an entire blog about all the great 

things you can do here.  Ouray is nicknamed the Switzerland of 

America for good reason.  It’s a small town tucked in the valley 

of high peaks that are covered in snow half the year and have 

thousand foot waterfalls flowing off them the other half of the 

year.  There are a lot of things to do to keep you active.  

From rock climbing, hiking, and biking, to renting jeeps and go-

ing off roading.  In the winter, it is a popular location for ice 

climbing.  We loved the brewery and bakery here and the fact 

that we could walk to them from our campground in town. If you 

get too cold you can warm up in the Hot Springs pool.  

If you love mountain biking, 
make sure you check out the se-
cluded singletrack trails at Ridg-
way Trail System (RAT) just 30 
minutes north of Ouray.

4 J + 1 + 1 in Ouray

http://nomadswithapurpose.com/index.php/2016/09/03/8-reasons-to-visit-ouray-colorado/
http://nomadswithapurpose.com/index.php/2016/09/03/8-reasons-to-visit-ouray-colorado/
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Ouray to Colorado Springs: 240 miles
There are so many options to do on the way back to Colorado 

Springs.  My first recommendation is to stop at Black Canyon of 

the Gunnison.  The canyon is beautiful and you can drive 

through the lookouts in just a few hours.  I loved their camp-

ground.  There are numerous rafting opportunities near Salida 

and then you can continue on Highway 50 to Cannon City and 

Shelf Road.  You can also detour north and explore Aspen and 

bag a 14er or head south and explore Durango and Great 

Sand Dunes National Park.  If you venture towards Durango 

make sure you stop at the small farm on the side of the road 

right before Durango.  They have the best grass fed burgers and 

sell delicious specialty foods and products from their farm.

On your way to Colorado Springs I 
highly recommend stopping to climb 
at Shelf Road.  There are many easy 
routes and the remoteness of the 
area makes it absolutely stunning.  
Even if you don’t climb, there are 
trails to hike and the BLM camp-
ground is very cheap.  There are no 
services here other than a pit toilet so 
be prepared.  The campground is 
small and can get quite busy on the 
weekend.

There are an abundance of campgrounds 
along Hwy 50.  My personal favorite 

though is at Black Canyon of the Gunnison
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This is a great road trip for Spring or Fall because a few of these 

places will get very hot in the summer (although we have done 

some of this trip in June and still had a great time).  Before trav-

eling through these national parks, I pictured all of Arizona and 

Utah as one big desert, but I was so wrong.  It surprised me how 

many mountains these two states have and with the mountains 

come some beautiful valleys, canyons, and forests.    

Bring a good camera because you are going to want to capture 

all the variations of color and texture of the striated walls of the 

slot canyons and the lushness of the canyon floors that this trip 

will take you through. 

With all the national parks in this guide, you want to try and get 

a campsite inside the park.  First, it allows you to start your hike 

often from your campground or use the shuttle system.  Second, 

you get to enjoy the beauty and stillness of the campground 

from a perspective that you don’t get when you just go into the 

park and only hike.  Typically the areas right outside the parks 

are busy, chaotic, and crowded, while camping in the park can 

give you solitude and quiet moments of reflection and connec-

tion.   

If you start and end in Flagstaff, this road trip is a little over 1000 

miles.   I encourage you though to add the detours to feel the 

energy vortex of Sedona, the wind and water shaped land of 

Canyonlands, or the sandstone buttes of Monument Valley.  If 

you start in Phoenix, checkout McDowell Mountain Regional 

Park or Camelback Mountain.  These parks are great for rock 

climbing, biking, and hiking.  Like all big cities, there are plenty 

of restaurants and grocery stores to stock up at before you head 

off grid. Our favorite restaurant when we are in the Phoenix Area 

is Pita Jungle.
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Starting Point: Flagstaff with Sedona detour: 60 miles roundtrip
Flagstaff has one of my favorite climbing areas, The Pit.  It’s only 

a fifteen minute hike from the Canyon Vista campground and the 

climbing area is in a beautiful forest.  One of our most memora-

ble experiences in Flagstaff is to hike the Lava River Cave (it’s a 

little hard to get here with a motorhome or trailer).  We haven’t 

made it here yet, but the Observatory is suppose to be great for 

kids.  

Try to spend a day or two exploring Sedona.  There are a lot of 

hikes to chose from.  Two of our favorites were scrambling up 

Bell Tower and hiking to Devil’s Bridge.  On the way down to Se-

dona you can hike the popular Oak Creek Canyon.  Mountain 

biking is very popular here too, however a lot of it is advanced 

riding.  

Rancho Sedona RV Park or
Canyon Vista Campground, Flagstaff

Our favorite restaurant in Flag-
staff is Beaver Street Brewery.  
They have great pizza and 
beer, but my favorite is the 
Brewer’s plate of sausage.
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Flagstaff to The Grand Canyon: 80 miles
This will be the first of many national parks on this trip and if 

you have never been to a national park, you too will be awed 

by how incredible the land our government has protected and 

preserved.  National parks have great visitor centers and the 

rangers are very helpful in telling you which hikes are best for 

your ability.  

Make sure you get off the rim and hike into the Canyon.  You 

don’t have to go all the way to the bottom, but seeing the can-

yon walls from below the rim is wonderful and seeing life from 

new vantage points always adds perspective to your own life! 

Dress in layers, it gets cold.

Mather Campground or Trailer Village  
South Rim Grand Canyon

Camping at these two campgrounds 
made the trip to the Grand Canyon 
so much more enjoyable because it 
takes a long time to get in and out of 
the park and the ambiance is totally 
different inside the park.
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CAMPGROUND

The Grand Canyon to Lake Powell: 135 miles
I know most people visit Lake Powell and do the house boat thing 

(which I’m sure can still be fun), but personally I thought it was 

more enjoyable to rent a boat and cruise all day on the lake and 

then be able to get back on land at the end of the day and have 

a campfire at night.  There is a great campsite on the Page side 

of the lake called, Lone Rock.  

There’s not much as far as amenities, but with that comes beauti-

ful night skies and a lot of relaxation.  There aren’t marked camp-

sites here.  Instead, you just pull up next to the water and park.  

Hint:  The sand can be soft when you drive in so don’t slow 

down.   If you have a vehicle that can tow a boat, there are boat 

rental companies about 20 minutes away (in Big Water) that rent 

boats much cheaper than they do on the lake.

Lone Rock Primitive  
Campground, Lake Powell

Save a day to drive and go 
explore Horseshoe Bend or 
sign up for a jeep tour of Ante-
lope Canyon!
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CAMPGROUND

Lake Powell to Zion: 120 miles
This is one of my favorite national parks.  Zion has so much to 

offer in such a small space.  There are many smaller hikes that 

are good for kids and are easily accessed from the shuttle bus.  

If you are adventurous, make sure to hike Angel’s Landing and 

to Observation Point.  We haven’t done The Narrows or The 

Subway yet, but it’s on our list for next time.  Camping in Watch-

men is a beautiful setting and easy to hop on the shuttle system, 

however, this is one national park that I’d say is still nice to 

camp just outside the park because the shuttle system makes it 

easy to get in and out of the park quickly and while you are out-

side the park you still feel connected to the beauty of the area.  

Make sure to check what’s going on at the Visitor Center. They 

usually have great programs going on for the kids.

Watchman Campground, 
Zion National Park

If you like your beer strong, 

remember Utah can’t sell any-

thing over 4% on draft so or-

der it out of the bottle.
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CAMPGROUND

Zion to Bryce Canyon: 85 miles
This is a national park that you must see once in your life.  I 

thought it was going to be just hot desert and boring canyon, 

but it is so much more.  It took me by surprise when I first drove 

into the park and realized that it is actually surrounded by for-

est (and very noisy insects, which start off being annoying, but 

you eventually become quite attached to).  

There are many hikes to do here but our two favorites were 

Fairyland Loop and Thor’s Hammer.  The star gazing is amaz-

ing here and it’s so worth getting up early one morning to 

watch the sunrise.  It’s quite an incredible experience and the 

best part is being on a trail before the crowds.

Sunset or North Campground  
Bryce Canyon National Park

When you leave Bryce and head to-
wards Capitol Reef, take Highway 12 
through Escalante.  There are tons of 
great canyons & hikes to explore off 
this road, as well as incredible views 
to stop and take photos of.  I recom-
mend stopping at a visitor center and 
getting a brochure with all the great 
detours available.
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CAMPGROUND

Bryce to Capitol Reef: 110 miles
You may not have ever heard of Captiol Reef because it is a 

small park and is a little “off the beaten path.”  The national 

park describes Capitol Reef as, “a hidden treasure filled with 

cliffs, canyons, domes and bridges in the Waterpocket Fold, a 

geologic monocline (a wrinkle on the earth) extending almost 

100 miles.”  It’s not as awe inspiring as the bigger parks like 

Arches, Zion, and Bryce, but we still enjoyed exploring the area 

a lot.  There are huge fruit orchards surrounding the camp-

ground and they’ve done a great job trying to preserve the his-

tory of the area.

Fruita Campround,  
Capitol Reef

If the campground is full, there is 
a free BLM a few miles west of 
the park that is so remote that 
you feel like you can see every 
star in the sky at night.
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CAMPGROUND

Capitol Reef to Arches: 150 miles

Devil’s Garden Campground, 
Arches National Park

From Arches, detour to Canyon-

lands National Park and see Island 

in the Sky, the Needles, and the 

Maze.  There is a first come first 

serve campground here (limited to 

28 foot maximum length).  

This is another fantastic national park with lots of great hikes to 

explore.  Delicate arch (shown below) was one of my favorites, 

but there’s an even better one that we missed out on called 

Fiery Furnace.  To do this hike you must accompany a ranger-

guided hike or obtain a day-use permit at the visitor center and 

there is often a couple day waiting list to get a permit.  

We also missed staying in the park because it was Memorial 

Day weekend, but found a great BLM ten minutes away along 

Highway 128 at Big Bend (the drive along highway 128 is beau-

tiful too) and there is bouldering right next to the campground. 
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CAMPGROUND

Arches to Natural Bridges: 120 miles
You can easily just drive through this park and take it in from 

the lookouts, especially if the weather is too hot. We were liter-

ally running on fumes when we drove into this National Park 

(there’s no gas stations after you leave Blanding heading west) 

so we didn’t stop to hike or camp here (26 foot maximum 

length vehicle for the campground), but I wish we had.  It is an-

other smaller park, but the canyon floors are lush green and the 

rock bridges are beautiful.  

Natural Bridges National Park

If you missed Lake Powell on the way 

up or didn’t get your fill of wake-

boarding, Bullfrog Marina in Lake 

Powell is only a 60 mile detour from 

here and there are camping options 

there as well.
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CAMPGROUND

Natural Bridges to Flagstaff: 235 miles
There are a lot of possibilities to explore on the way back, includ-

ing driving through Monument Valley from Mexican Hat (a high 

clearance vehicle is recommended or pay for a guided tour), vis-

iting Mesa Verde (one of my least favorite National Parks, but 

don’t let that dissuade you), or take Highway 191 back and stop 

in Chinle and see Spider Rock (pictured below) at Canyon de 

Chelly then continue on through the Petrified Forest and climb at 

Jack’s Canyon.  There are campgrounds at Chelly, Mesa Verde, 

and Jack’s Canyon.

There is a great climbing area near 

Winslow, AZ called Jack’s Canyon.  It 

has a campground and tons of easy 

climbing.  The only deterent is that you 

need a high clearance vehicle to get all 

the way in.  (We parked about a mile 

away and walked in to climb.)

Spider Rock Campground 
(very primitive, but provides quick access to 

the area)
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SPREAD YOUR WINGS
9



10 STEPS TO PLANNING YOUR OWN EPIC ROAD TRIP
Hopefully by now you are super excited to plan your own epic 

road trip.  I love our trips, but I think I get even more joy out of 

planning them.  There’s something creative and adventurous to 

me in the researching and daydreaming portion of this that I get 

very excited about.  

I am currently planning our next summer road trip and will be us-

ing this as an example to help you plan your own trip.  
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Sometimes, home is where you hang 
your hammock.

Lets begin planning!



I have had my eyes on North Cascades National Park and Leav-

enworth for a long time.  As I mentioned earlier in this book, I 

have heard many people tell me that North Cascades is beauti-

ful and has a lot of great hikes.  I love camping and hiking in the 

mountains and this is one of the only National Parks in the West-

ern U.S. that we haven’t been to.  Leavenworth is a mecca for 

rock climbing, as well as many other outdoor activities, and has 

the Bavarian influence that we want to see (especially after our 

visit to Germany this past summer).

Knowing where you want to go or narrowing down your main 

destination is important.  There is so much to see and usually 

not enough time to do it all.  My recommendation is to start 

small enough or close enough that you aren’t going to over-do 

or over-extend yourself.  However, make sure there is some 

“wow” factor involved.  If you play it too safe and don’t ex-

plore enough into nature, you won’t feel like the effort was 

worthwhile.

Go to the library and look through travel magazines.  Search 

travel blogs on the internet.  Have fun with this part and dream 

big, then narrow your results.  One of my favorite places to get 

travel ideas from is Pinterest. 

Once you’ve scoured the travel blogs and magazines and have 

taken notes on a few destinations that look fun, it’s time to do a 

little research to make sure you get the best experience out of 

your travels.
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Step 1: Dream Really Big



The most important aspect for me is timing the weather.  It 

probably won’t be much fun to drive a thousand miles and be 

stuck inside your tent or RV because of rain.  Camping in a tent 

is also much more challenging if you have rain or really cold 

nights.  Also, keep in mind that depending how active you are 

wanting your trip to be will determine if you can tolerate more 

fluctuation in weather.  

National Park websites have a page about when to visit to get 

the best weather conditions (on nps.gov find the national park 

you want to visit then go to >>plan your visit>>basic informa-

tion>>weather).  I also check weather.com to see what the 

yearly averages are so I have a better idea of when I should go 

based on the temperatures I like, which is high seventies to low 

eighties.  Although with global warming be ready to expect the 

unexpected!

On weather.com, search the location you are looking to go and 

then click on monthly forecast.  At the bottom of the page are 

graphs with average highs, lows, and precipitation for the year.  

I input only the months that I am considering into my WEATHER 

spreadsheet.  In the case of my example, I want the least 

amount of rain and warmest temperatures so I will try to time 

my visit in July and August even though these will likely be more 

crowded.  I know that the activities I want to do (hike & climb) 

won’t be as much fun in the rain.  

When I look at Leavenworth, I see that June and September are 

also options for me, which gives me a little flexibility in timing 

my trip and the order in which I hit my destinations.  

Shoulder seasons can be a great time to travel, but pay atten-

tion to tendencies.  We hit Croatia in the shoulder season (Sep-

tember) and got great weather, but by the time we got to Spain 
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in October it was much colder than we had hoped for.  You 

might be surprised at how much of a difference ten degrees can 

make in your enjoyment of your trip.

At first, I only check the weather for my top destinations and 

then as I plan my stops I will add other destinations to my 

WEATHER spreadsheet.
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I seriously have a sick addiction for maps and with technology it 

makes my habit even worse.  I love inputting random destina-

tions and seeing the various paths (roads) I can take to get 

there.  That’s basically what you will do in this next part.  I do rec-

ommend using traditional maps and atlases to help you get the 

big picture of what you want to see on your travels.

First, enter in the two main locations you are wanting to going 

into Google Maps, which in this case is North Cascades and 

Leavenworth.  When I enter the destinations in Google maps it 

gives me two or three possible routes.  Second, you want to 

compare what other possible locations you could stop at on this 

trip.  For example, if I go the fastest route up interstate 5 I will 

pass through Sacramento, Bend, and Seattle.  Since I’ve already 

visited these locations, and I am not a city girl, I would probably 

prefer taking the slightly slower route along interstate 84 which 

goes past Vegas, Boise, and Yakima, two cities which I haven’t 

been to, but first I compare the routes to Leavenworth.  The fast-

est route also goes through Sacramento, but then heads east to-

wards Bend, which means rock climbing at Smith Rock (one of 

my favorite places).  The slightly slower route goes close to Yo-

semite which I also love a lot.  For me, choosing which route is 

never easy and there really isn’t a right or wrong answer.  Have 

fun with exploring the different options and then choose one 

and go with it.

Once I have an idea which route I want to take, I enter them in 

Google Maps, then I start looking for short detours and add 

them to my research.  I prefer road trips that take a different 

route home than we used to get there.  Google maps allows 
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you to enter up to 10 destinations so pick your top 10 stops and 

see how many total miles your road trip is at.  Remember the 

rule of averaging approximately 100 miles per day.  In my exam-

ple I am looking at 2,800 miles so we would need about four 

weeks for this trip.  Now this is an extreme example because not 

many people take off for a month, but we didn’t always take 

such long trips.  Because the first and last part of this trip cover 

a lot of fast, yet boring, miles, I am not going to count the sec-

tion from San Diego to Sacramento and from Yosemite back 

home in the amount of time I need for this trip.  Now I’m look-

ing at only 2100 miles and a three week trip would be the per-

fect amount of time for this type of adventure.

Looking at the map I will add Smith Rock, Lake Tahoe, and Yo-

semite Valley to this trip, which will add only 100 miles and one 

more day to the trip if I can fit it in.  

I will then go back to my DREAM and WEATHER spreadsheets 

and add in these destinations so that I can make sure it will be a 

good time to stop and helps me decide which direction (clock-

wise or counter clockwise) we 

should go.

Maps are really fun.  Most of 

our road trips start with me 

having one destination in 

mind and then playing on the 

map to see how many differ-
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H e l p f u l H i n t :  
When you get to your 
first destination after 
spending a lot of long 
days driving, try to 
add a recovery day 
of doing nothing but 
relaxing.



ent possibilities I can come up with until I end up with a succinct 

plan that I am happy with.  Kids love maps.  Check out some at-

lases and guide books at the library and let them dream with 

you.

Before I go into too much depth on the details of my trip I like 

to put together my rough estimate of budget since it won’t be 

any fun to plan a trip if I can’t afford it.

Gas Expense 

I use the formula miles/mgp = gallons   

gallons* price per gallon= gas budget

In the case of my example our fuel budget would be about 

$700 (assuming we drive 2900 miles and the average price of 

gas is $3/gallon).  If you don’t know the price of gas, use the 

Gas Buddy app to research what gas prices are in the areas you 

want to go.  Keep in mind that fuel prices tend to fluctuate so 

it’s better to err on the conservative side and have a little cush-

ion in case prices rise.  If you aren’t sure how many miles per gal-

lon your vehicle gets, you can estimate that an RV or truck/

trailer will be somewhere between 10-15 mpg, a large truck, 

SUV, or van will be about 15-20 mpg, and a smaller car will be 

25+ mpg.  We did a few trips in our Prius, which got over 50 

mpg, and I barely had to spend anything on gas!

Food Expense

For our food budget, I try to budget about the same I would if 

we were at home, but add in eating out once or twice a week 

(and I add in a little more for extra snack foods that I don’t typi-
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cally buy).  We have an abnormally large food budget since our 

family is so big and we buy organic and free range food.  If we 

do eat out we try to share dishes and don’t order drinks in order 

to save money.  

When we travel, we like to stop at farmers markets.  I try to 

budget in a little extra money outside of our grocery fund so we 

can try new foods and feel a bit spoiled while traveling.  This 

tends to take the place of other items in our fun budget, but we 

love to find and eat high quality artisan foods.  In our case, our 

food budget for three weeks would be $500/week in groceries 

plus $200/week eating out and $100/week at farmers markets 

for a grand total of $2400.

Fun Expense

This is where your budget can easily get out of hand and make 

what could be an amazing experience for your family become 

just a dream that one day would be nice to do.  For example, 

adding one stop at an amusement park for our family can easily 

cost over a thousand dollars, but that same money could be 

used for multiple low cost activities.

A good way to predict what this amount will be for you is to 

look at Trip Advisor for the destinations you will be going to and 

look under the “Things To Do” section to see if there are muse-

ums, amusement parks, or other attractions you want to priori-

tize seeing.  We spend very little in the actual “Things To Do” 

category and try to sift through to find any free activities in 

these areas.  This is where Google can be very helpful.  Google 

things such as, “Free Family Activities in Leavenworth” or 

“Cheap Things To Do On a Rainy in Leavenworth”.
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Hiking is almost free (I do budget in for a National Parks Pass.).  

And a lot of our fun budget is spent through food or in the 

clothes/equipment budget.  My kids love to watch movies while 

we road trip so I will budget a little to buying or renting movies 

for them to watch on the trip (and it’s a good way to escape the 

rain if the weather turns on you).  

One of the most “fun” things we’ve spent money on in our trav-

els was jeeping in Ouray.  It was a big deal for us to spend $250 

on something, but it was worth every penny.  In Costa Rica we 

spent about the same to zip line through the canopy and it was 

also worth the money. 

Get your kids and spouse involved in the planning and decide 

as a family ahead of time where the best places are to allocate 

money to your fun budget.

When I check Trip Advisor for Things To Do on our trip through 

Leavenworth and North Cascades, I notice there are a lot of fun 

things we can do that are free.  However, we are adrenaline junk-

ies and I notice this trip will present quite a few fun, high thrilled 

activities to choose from such as zip lining in Leavenworth, rent-

ing a boat in Lake Tahoe, or adding some spending money if we 

stop in Seattle or Portland.  As a family we decided that we’ve 

already zip lined in one of the most amazing locations so we can 

skip that.  It would be nice to spend more money in a city, but it 

won’t bring us that much value or memories.  We rented a boat 

in Lake Shasta and Lake Powell and had such a great time that 

we choose to make this our adrenaline activity (as if rock climb-

ing isn’t enough) for this trip even though it is a pretty large ex-

pense.
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I find that doing this budgeting process with my kids is a great 

lesson in learning the “fun value” of money.  We try to be as 

cheap as we can in some areas so we can splurge on things that 

will add value to our lives.  Constantly sacrificing on expendi-

tures will leave you feeling frustrated, but if you have a goal for 

the sacrifice, it makes it much more rewarding.

Our Example Fun Budget would be around $800 for the Na-

tional Park Pass, Boat Rental, and movies.

Campgrounds Expense

This is another hard one to estimate and may take a little re-

search.  If you are new to camping, I don’t recommend vaga-

bonding yet.  Give yourself a few trips to get comfortable with 

just the camping part before you add the extra stress of being 

self sufficient and out in the wilderness.  If you have experience 

camping and are comfortable pulling up in more remote areas 

to park and sleep for the night, then adding a few nights of 

vagabonding will definitely help your bottom line.  

For now, just to get an idea of how much money you will need 

to pull off your dream road trip, I’d assume $40/night for camp-

ing in national or state parks.  If you think you need more com-

fort, it may be better to look for full hookups (and cleaner bath-

rooms), then budget $70/night to stay at KOAs or private camp-

grounds.  If you are going to be vagabonding a little then you 

could get away with averaging $25/night.  We will use this as 

our budget since we will probably be only paying for camp-

grounds at national parks and vagabonding when we move from 

town to town.  That means for a little over 3 weeks we are look-

ing at about $600.  

Mishap Fund  
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This is not essential, but it can bring a lot of piece of mind.  

What you set aside for mishaps are up to you, and to be honest, 

I am not good at this, but I also realize it would have been really 

nice to have had on past trips to prevent a lot of stress between 

Victor and I.  If I had set up a mishap fun, I would’ve budgeted 

for $500 to $1000 and then rolled it into the next trip if we 

didn’t use it.  I’m going to pretend that I’ve learned from my mis-

takes and will set aside $500 for our mishap fund.

Gear Expense

You might be lucky and already own everything you need for 

your epic road trip.  For us, it has taken a long time and quite a 

bit of money to get enough gear to where I feel everyone in our 

family has what they need for our active travels.  The essential 

gear we travel with for the activities we do include a Patagonia 

Nano Puff Jacket, a packable rain jacket, hiking tennis shoes (La 

Sportiva), Kuhl cargo pants, and LuLu Lemon running shorts for 

the girls and cargo shorts for the boys.  

Look through your trip and decide what you will need.  I like 

these five items because they are so versatile, you can wear 

them many days in a row, and they are great quality, which 

means they last through all the abuse we put them through.  

For us, accumulating climbing and surfing gear has also been 

part of our gear expense, but this may not be the case for you 

depending on what type of trip you plan.  

If you will be doing a lot of hiking, make sure you have a good 

reusable water bottle, a sturdy, but light, backpack, and optional 

hiking sticks.

For my sample budget I will only include an additional $200 be-

cause we have already accumulated a lot of gear for this type of 
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travel.  This will just give us a little cushion in case we lose some 

quick draws along the way or need to replace someone’s shoes 

or jacket.

Summary:  When all is added up we are looking at a little over 

$5000 for a three week road trip to Washington and back.  Now 

before I freak out and say we can’t swing that, I quickly remem-

ber that $1500 of that is our normal food budget, which many 

people already budget into their everyday budget.  For us to 

pull off this trip we need to save $3500.   Not an easy feat but 

you’d be surprised how much your kids will cooperate to find 

ways to cut corners and save up when they have a common goal 

or something they are motivated for.  

There are many great books out there on finding ways to save 

money, but my experience with my kids has been this.  The 

more time they have spent experiencing the magnificence in na-

ture, the more they start to discover their own place in the world 

and can let go of what society might be telling them they 

should be wanting.  In the end, this has equated to them redefin-

ing what they need with what they want, and shopping for only 

what you need saves a lot of money.  
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This is my favorite part of planning a road trip.  I’ve got in mind 

where I’m going, I know that I can afford it, I know what time of 

year to go, and about how many days to allot for the trip.

Now I use a blank calendar to start filling in how many days I 

want to stay at each place and which days will be driving days.  

Print extra copies of this spreadsheet or use pencil because if 

you are like me, you will change your agenda many times until 

you find the right plan.

Once I have my blank calendar in front of me, I open up Google 

maps again and start calculating miles and choose where I will 

be stopping.

It’s never fun having to get through Los Angeles, but we’ve had 

pretty good success avoiding traffic if we drive through around 

8 or 9 p.m.  With that in mind, we’d probably start our road trip 

around 6 p.m. with the goal of just getting past L.A. and sleep-

ing at a rest area somewhere before the grapevine (the steep 

mountain you have to cross when you drive north on I-5).  I 

could use my Allstays app to confirm that there are rest areas 

around there, except that I’m all too familiar with stopping at 

one along the way.  This is also a popular route for semi-trucks 

and there are a lot of truck stops along this route where you can 

stop to sleep.  If you were taking this route and didn’t want to 

vagabond, I’d recommend getting up early and try to drive 

through L.A. before 6 a.m.

The stretch of highway from L.A./Castaic to Sacramento is where 

you earn your destination.  It is a huge filter because it is abso-

lutely boring and it becomes a sheer test of endurance and will 
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power to be able to knock out the six or so hours it will take to 

put the farmland behind you and get to your fun and adventure. 

With this in mind, I often push past the grapevine and try to 

cover as much ground as my eyes allow me to so that I don’t 

have to hear my kids complain the next day if we were to spend 

the entire day driving.  My recommendation is to try and incor-

porate some flex in the first two days if you are taking a long, 

boring route.  The good thing with these types of highways is 

that there are usually a lot of places to sleep for the night and 

finding a campground at the last minute won’t be a problem.

Anytime I can, I try to put the longest driving day at the end so 

that I don’t get extra tired going into my epic trip.

When I start planning the day to day locations I realize that 

Mount Rainier is pretty far out of the way and would be a lot of 

driving to add (especially right after covering a thousand miles), 

so I’ll delete it from the itinerary. 

Again, this is still a loose itinerary and may change when you 

start making campground reservations.  Before you go to that 

step, make sure you aren’t underestimating the driving time.  If 

you are in an RV, account for 10% longer than Google maps 

says and time for fueling or pit stops.  If it’s less than an hour of 

driving I don’t include it at this point and wait until I’m creating 

the detailed day itinerary in Step 8.
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Once you have the driving days accounted for and have an idea 

of how many days you want to stay at each location, the next 

step should be to confirm that you can get reservations at the 

campgrounds you want.  Many fill up six months in advance if 

you are going at popular times, like summer, or to popular 

places, like the coast.

The majority of campgrounds, especially state and national 

parks, can be found on reserveamerica.com or recreation.gov.  If 

you are going to a national park, check nps.gov under Plan your 

Visit>> Eating and Sleeping>> Camping to find campgrounds 

in the park.  You can also use Google Maps and search “camp-

grounds” then zoom into the area you are looking for or use the 

Allstays app.

A lot of National Parks have first come first serve campgrounds, 

which are very helpful if you didn’t plan ahead.  Try to get to 

these campgrounds before 10 a.m. since they tend to fill up 

fast.

Personally, I reserve the highest demand campsites first, or the 

ones I am most excited to visit, before filling in the gaps of 

campsites between my main destinations.   I also alternate be-

tween paying for more and less amenities (i.e hookups).  
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Many campgrounds in the national parks don’t have hook ups 

so it is helpful (not necessary) to find a campground with hook 

ups before or after.  I also try to get a campground the first 

night we arrive somewhere that we will be staying at for a few 

days (especially if we just drove a lot) so that I have a chance to 

unwind and get settled.  I find this helps me enjoy my experi-

ence of where we are going more.

For example, when I began researching campgrounds in North 

Cascades, I found many blogs saying that camping at Colonial 

Creek is the best campground in North Cascades (and some say 

in the entire U.S.), but this campground is a first come, first 

serve so I’d have to take the risk of not getting a site.  Now if 

you are on a long trip, don’t have kids, or not worried about find-

ing a place to sleep for the night, then take the risk, get there 

early, and hopefully you get a campsite.  However, if this is your 

one road trip for the year and you want it to go as smooth (and 

enjoyable) as possible, then skip it and make your reservations 

at Newhalem Campground and still will still have a wonderful 

trip. 

If you are new to road trips or on a schedule, it’s much more im-

portant to have all your campgrounds lined up so you can ex-

pend you energy in taking in experiences and getting as much 

adventure as possible into you life.  To make this part of your 

trip go smoothly, it requires a bit of research ahead of time to 

make sure you are camping close to the activities you want to 

be doing and have a place you will feel comfortable at each 

night.
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As you start booking sites, enter them in your Reservation 

spreadsheet and you want to start putting in the actual miles 

and time for each drive along with it to help you gauge how 

much time you have at each spot.  It won’t be fun to just be driv-

ing and sleeping.  Make sure you leave time to enjoy your desti-

nation.
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Once you have a pretty good idea of how long your trip will be, 

where you plan on stopping, and have your campsites reserved, 

the next step is to figure out what exactly you want to spend 

your days doing.  Luckily, if you are planning far in advance, 

you’ll have a lot of time to figure out all the details of this next 

part.

I’m a little (okay, a lot) biased about making it active.  It doesn’t 

need to be extreme sports active, but if you find ways to inte-

grate movement into your travels you will love the ebb and flow 

of finding activity during the day and allowing yourself to let 

down mentally and physically by a campfire at night.

 When we are planning our travels, we start by searching our fa-

vorite app, The Outbound.  It has unique adventures for areas 

all over the globe.  We also look at Rough Guides, search for 

travel blogs about the areas we are visiting, and Mountain Pro-

ject for climbing areas.  I’ll also look through Pinterest, maga-

zines, and Insight Guides on the area.

Once you have a plan for staying active on your trip, it’s time to 

check Trip Advisor again to see if there are any Points of Inter-

est, Museums, Parks, Restaurants, or other Eateries you don’t 

want to miss.  

As you find things you want to do, start adding them to your AC-

TIVITIES worksheet, which will eventually be organized into your 

itinerary.  It certainly doesn’t need to be exact to the minute, but 

it’s nice to know if you have a short outing, will be getting food 

in a city, or have a long hike to plan for.
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Step 7: What To Eat, See, & Do



When you get to a national park, it’s a good idea to stop by the 

visitor center to get a map and info on the best hikes to do.  

The rangers are extremely helpful and the visitor centers have a 

lot of great educational exhibits that kids love.  

You  can also download the REI: National Parks Guide & Maps 

app which has a list of the best hikes with detailed description 

of the hikes as well as other useful information.
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You do not need to fill in every box for this part of the itinerary.  

This is only to help you get organized to help you with planning 

food, driving, activities, and stops along the way.   In my exam-

ple, I looked up all the best hikes to do near Leavenworth by 

checking Trip Advisor, The Outbound, and I Googled “Best 

Hikes in Leavenworth” (which Leavenworth.com provided great 

results for).  I then inputted them on a map to decide which 

hikes to do and when.  I also knew we’d want to rock climb Ici-

cle Creek and read blogs that said there were places to camp 

nearby for free.  I also checked Trip Advisor to see what were 

the best restaurants in Leavenworth to eat at.
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Step 8: Daily Itinerary



It’s important to make sure that you have all the bare essentials 

you need to pull off your epic adventure.  If money isn’t an ob-

ject then by all means spend thousands of dollars at REI and be 

super comfortable.  However, most of us are on a budget and 

it’s more important to spend money on a few key ingredients to 

pull off this epic trip.  If you end up loving it, then go hog wild 

at REI and get all the fun gadgets, but for a two week road trip, 

it’s not necessary.  A few things are though.  You have to be able 

to sleep out of the elements (you need at least a tent), you need 

to be warm (an appropriate sleeping bag), you need to be able 

to eat (some form of cooking equipment), and you want to be 

able to do some activities (have hiking shoes and rain jackets).  

Everything beyond that is just bonus as far as I’m concerned.  

Sure it’s nice to have fancy equipment and the best gear, but 

that can come with time.  When you are in the moment, sur-

rounded by the jaw dropping beauty of nature and fueled by 

the excitement of seeing new places and discovering things 

about yourself that you didn’t even know existed, the little gadg-

ets won’t matter.
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Step 9: Supplies to Shop For



Years ago, before we lived in our RV, when I’d pack for a road 

trip, I’d start prepping weeks before we actually left.  I’d make 

piles of dishes, kitchen supplies, sleeping bags, and climbing 

gear in the corner of the garage and fill plastic boxes with paper 

goods, towels, and toiletries.  Anything that was on my list to-

take and we weren’t using on an everyday basis would be sitting 

in that pile ready to throw in the motorhome or trailer the day 

we brought it home to pack.  Even today, while we live in our 

RV, I keep our back packing packs filled with sleeping bags, 

tents, and cooking gear so that I’m ready to hop in the van and 

head out to the wilderness at a moments notice.  (Okay, I’m not 

that spontaneous, but I like to pretend to be.)   The point is, if 

you start packing early and gradually add things in, it will make 

packing less stressful and add to the excitement.
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Step 10: Pack It Up



Congratulations!   I hope you have enjoyed this guide and now 

feel confident to tackle your own road trip.   I hope through the 

stories I’ve shared with you and the tips I’ve provided that the 

intimidation of the open road and wilderness have given way to 

confidence and excitement.  

I never thought I was going to want to travel abroad as much as 

I do now and I know it was my obsession with road tripping over 

the past decade that has led me to this next chapter of my own 

journey.

Regardless if you fly half way across the world or drive one thou-

sand miles, travel is always a life changing experience.  It may 

be hard, it may be challenging, it may be absolutely wonderful.  

But one thing is for certain, it will leave an impression on you.  

As Mark Twain puts it, “Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and 

narrow-mindedness, and many of our people need it sorely on 

these accounts.  Broad, wholesome, charitable views of men and 

things cannot be acquired by vegetating in one little corner of the 

earth all one’s lifetime.”  Regardless which road you follow, de-

spite where you choose to pitch your tent or park your rig, in 

spite of all the headaches of flat tires, wrong turns, or even 

whiny kids, you will change.  You will grow.  Your vision will be-

come clearer because you will see more beauty in the earth, 

your body will feel more relaxed because you will know what it’s 

like to breath clean crisp air, and you will think more deeply be-

cause your mind finally had space to contemplate life’s deeper 

questions, and you will wonder

Why didn’t I do this sooner?
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We hope you are now inspired to hit the open road with your family! 

Download your worksheets here and start planning your epic road trip.  

Follow our adventures on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, & on our YouTube Channel.

Live A Playful Life!

https://nomadswithapurpose.com/worksheets/
https://nomadswithapurpose.com/worksheets/
https://twitter.com/nomadsfamilyof7
https://twitter.com/nomadsfamilyof7
https://www.facebook.com/nomadswithapurpose/
https://www.facebook.com/nomadswithapurpose/
https://www.instagram.com/nomadswithapurpose/
https://www.instagram.com/nomadswithapurpose/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqQe_VPkosXDP7hk1W9dvhg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqQe_VPkosXDP7hk1W9dvhg

